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METHODS USED IN DEVELOP? G INPUT-OUTPUT TABLES FOR THE
PROVIDENCE STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA, 1963

by Caleb A. Smith

FOREWORD

This study was made by the Department of Economics, Brown University3 for the Institute for Defense Analyses under Subcontiact OCD 138-8.

The end-product of the study is a series of input-output matrices3 published in IDA Research Paper P-394, Economic Relationships in the

Providence, Rhole Island, Metropolitan Area. -Ate material presented

here is essentially a working paper which describes the methods used

in developing the input-output tables. It is being distributed in

this form because it is felt that this material will be of interest3 to those studying input-output analysis and may serve as a "textbook"

showing how such tables can be compiled. The two volumes of this3 Internal Note have not been edited by IDA, except for a few modifica-

tion3 in format, duid are presented as received from the Brown Universitfy

i group.

The sections of the report on the estimation of output in the
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area for sectors 68, 70 and 71 were

prepared by Margaret Gardner and the section on personal consumption

expenditure by Michael Waldman, both under the general direction of.

Dr. Smith. Analytical assistance was provided at various times by
Dr. Alan R. Plotnick, George Lampl and Enamidem Ubok-Udom. Assist-

I ance in the preparation of the survey questionnaires was rendered
ay Ther.sa Tobin. The report was typed by Barbara Frost and Marion

Anthony.

Thanks are due to Jack Faucett, John L. Preston and John M. Rodgers,

all of Jack Faucett Associates, fo,' sharing methods developed in their

studies and in providing special information they developed or obtained

for us from the Office of Business Economics or the Bureau of thei Census.
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Without the cooperation of the many business firms which responded I

to our detailed questic .i.,' t-he study would not have been possible.
Thanks are due to Elwood Leonard, President, and Max Hatch, Executive
Secretary of the Pawtucket-Blackstone Valley Chamber of Commerce, to
John Stiness of the Greater Providence Chamber of Commerce, to
William Ward of the Attleboro Chambr of Commerce and to James Winn
of the Woonsocket Chamber of Commerce for their support in requesting
response to the questionnaires. We are also grateful to Adolph T.
Schmidt, Executive Director and the late Judd Brown, Research Director
of the Rhode Island Development Council and T. W. Schulenberg of the

Department of Commerce and Development of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts for their endorsement of our project.

The most sincere thanks are also due to Dr. Walter Isard for
giving us the table of coefficients for the Philadelphia Area and
permitting our use of them in this study. [
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INTRODUCTION

This study details the interindustry relations in the Providence-

Pawtucket-Warwick, Rhode Island-Massachusetts, Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area (SMSA) for the year 1963 in the form of two input-

output tables. The first shows transactions between enterprises

with-iin -the SMSA. The second shows, in the same producing and consum-

ing sector detail, the imports into the SMSA. Both tables have the'
same sectors as the table produced and published by the Office of

Business Economics, U. S. Department of Commerce (Survey of Current
Business; September, 1965) and as far as possible both are conceptu-
ally and statistically consistent with that table.

Our study of the Providence SMSA and a similar unpublished study

of the New Orleans SMSA ("Interindustry Relations in the New Orleans

Economy, 1963,?? by Jack Faucett Associates, Inc., Silver Spring,

Maryland) were undertaken as separate subcontracts from the Institute

For Defense Analyses under a contract from the Office of Civilian
Defense. Every attempt has been made to keep the two tables con-

ceptually and statistically consistent.

In the case of Providence, the use of the Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Area posed many problems, because mu(±h data is available
for the State of Rhode Island which is not available for the SMSA.

At the outset the possibility of using the State of Rhode Island data
was considered, but was soon abandoned because of the inter-relation

of this study with other studies.

The superiority of state to SMSA data is ui1qucly great in the
case of Providence because the high degree of overlap leads to more

1. The State of Rhode Island had a population in 1960 of 859,488,
of which 731,358 (85.2 percent) were in the Providence SMSA. In

h
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suppression of information to avoid disclosure than upual. In common
with other New England SMSA t s the boundaries do not follow county B
lines (see Figure 1). In the many cases when only county or state

data was available the data for the SMSA had to be estimated on the i
basis of crude allocations of county data. Fortunately, this problem

was most serious in nonmanufacturing, however, it also affected the 3
determination of the control totals for the four-digit SIC industries

in manufticturing, because the number of enterprises by size groups in 3
each industry are published on a cnunty rather than an SMSA basis.

However, since control totals obtained from the Census on an SMSA

basis were available for two- and three-digit aggregates of four-digit I
industries, errors introduced because of the necessity of breaking
down county data affected only the allocation within these aggregates 3 '
and not the overall totals.

This section discusses the detailed methods used and emphasizes 3
the differences in sources or techniques from those used in the New

Orleans study. The conventions developed in that study for the loca-

tion of production of services, as well as the general practice of

not transferring secondary output because of inability to identify it
were followed in our study. No attempt will be made to present here I
the theory of input-output or the generally accepted practices employed

in such studies. 3
The questionnaires used in Providence were developed jointly with

addition, 89,743 persons (10.4 percent of the SMSA population) reside
in one city and nine Cowns in Massachusetts within the 1963 boundaries
of the SMSA. I

The 1ae•ts of Rhode Island outside the SMSA are all within one
hour's driving time of do t...own P,.ovidence and have sunstantial
economic ties to Providence- ._te proportion of urban to rural areas
in Rhode Island is more typical of the proportion in SMSA's of this
size than for the Providence SMSA. On the other hand, the city of
Attleboro, Massachusetts, and the nine Massachusetts towns in the
SNSA are undoubtedly closely related to Providence and their exclusions I
would make the picture of the area incomplete.

21 p
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i I
Jack Faucett Associates, and were the same as those used in New

Orleans except for differences in typing and abbreviation. Our

method of selecting the sample for distribution of the questionnaire

was, however, quite different. I
The Rhode Island Development Council's Directory of Manufacturers,

1965, noted 2,884 enterprises in the State, all but about 130 of them 3
in the Providence SMSA. From the Council's list a carefully balanced

sample of slightly over 400 was developed, including all enterprises 5
listed as having over 100 employees, and in general, ccntaining a

preponderance of the larger enterprises. A similar list of about

70 enterprises in the Massachusetts part of the SMSA was developed
from the Massachusetts Industrial Directory.

The original lists were scanned by staff of the Greater Providence I
Chamber of Commerce, the Pawtucket-BlAckstone Valley Chamber of Com-

merce, the Woonsocket Chamber of Cummerce and the Attleboro Chamber

of Commerce. A few additions and deletions eF.-re made and in many

cases the names of executives were Supplied. Each chamber of commerce 3
sent a letter to their members and supplied us with letters comwending

the study and urging cooperation, to send to other enterprises in their

area. Simi] ir letters from the Rhode Island Develt..pment Council and

from the Massachusetts Department of Labor and Industries were sent

with the questionnaire. The executives of the chambers of commerce I
assisted in the follow-up in particularly important cases.

The enterprises surveyed produce approximately 90 percent of the 3
manufacturing output in the SMSA. After considerable telephone and

personal follow-up 120 us "le rep1 -,s were obtained from manufactur-

ing enterprises. Their reported sales of $832,56i,000 was 40.0 per-

cent of the value oi' shipments in the SMS, in 1963 ($2,083,813,000) I
as reported by the Bureau of the Census in a special cabulation.

I Inlormation obtained from these quis-io~unaires, (samnples are
fotuad in Appendix B) which included information on the inputs by 3
1-0 sector and the location inside or outside the SP'A of the sup-

plier, was the mainstay of the study. Although respondents attempted 3
* to give ficrs on all inputs of significance, many minor inputs

43
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which in the aggregate are not insignificant are probably on itted

from most of the replies that form the basis of the study, e.g.,

lubricating oil. Since the replies constituted only a sample it was

also essential to determine the output for each industry independently.

I I:
I 4•
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CONCEPTS AND SUMMARY OF PROCEDURES

A. MANUFACTURING SECTORS

1. Control Totals for the Manufacturing Sectors by Four-Digit SIC

Industy

Separate output control totals were developed for each four-
digit SIC industry represented in the Providence SMSA in order that

input coefficients representative of the product mix of the SMSA

could be developed. These control totals were developed by using

the data on number of enterprises in each four-digit industry by

size classes (based on number of employees) as published in the 1963

Census of Manufactures volume entitled Location of Manufacturing

Plants by County, Industry, and Employment Size, Part I, New England

Division.

The data for the three Rhode Island counties which constitute the

major part of the SMSA were totaled and the remainder of the SMSA was
analyzed using both the appropriate county figures and the information

in the Massachusetts Industrial Directory, 1964-1965. Since plants

are assigned in that directory to several four-digit industries it

was necessary to produce an intermediate directory in which each

plant in the relevant geographical area was assigned to a single

industry. The data on number of plants by size groups for each four-

digit industry was then used in conjunction with figures on the

average shipments of all plants of each size group in the United

States in each industry, which Jack Faucett Associates kindly sup-

plied. The resulting figures were totaled for each four-digit indus-

try to supply a prelimirary estimate of shipments by that industry.

These preliminary estimates of shipments were totaled for three- and

two-digit industry groups and compared to total shipments figures

* ~7
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for these three- and two-digit industries obtained in a special

compilation released by the Census Bureau. (One group of two-digit

industries that are relatively unimportant in the Providence SMSA,

comprising 6.1 percent of all establishments, was combined in the

Census tabulation. )

The preliminary estimates of shipments were adjusted to conform 3
to the Census totals, assuming that the differences were spread

equally between all four-digit industries in the Census tabulation 3
group. The adjusted totals were then grouped by I-0 sectors and

transformed into estimates of I-0 output and consistent four-digit

industry totals Dy applying the ratio found between I-0 output in

the 1958 OBE table and the shipments shown by the 1958 Census. These

ratios were similar to the ones developed by Jack Faucett Associates I
and were checked against their ratios which we obtained after having

computed our own. Although generally agreement was close, in a few

cases we decided our work had been in error and changed it. Final

estimates of output by four-digit industry shown in Table 1 enabled 3
us to develop input and output coefficients which were weighted

within each I-0 sector more in accord with the true industrial mix of I
the Providence SMSA than would have been the resalt if the manufactur-

ing sectors had not been disaggregated to the four-digit SIC level.

The validity of the output estimates for the various four-digit 3
SIC levels depends, obviously, upon how well enterprises of a given

employment size group from a particular four-digit SIC in the 3
Providence SMSA are represented by the average shipments determined

for enterprises of that employment size group from that four-digit

SIC nationally. The validity of the total output for the most im-

portant three-digit SIC's and for the important two-digit SIC's is

assured but the estimate for a particular four-digit SIC may be in I
considerable error. This is especially likely to be true if the

estinate is base. on the presence in the SMSA of only one or two 3
enterprises from tho four-digit SIC. An extreme case is SIC 2911--

petroleum refining--with one enterprise employing 100-249 persons

shown in the Census tabulation of location of plants. In this case,

83
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however, a special study revealed that the est.mated output of

$21,091,500 was confirmed by the followinG calculations. By using

employment data given for the Northeast and for the individual states

it was possible to narrow the employment estimate to 100-134 persons.

Output of all refineries in the United States employing 100-249 em-
pluyees was $150,640 per employee. OutDut of all refineries in the

Northeast was $169,010 per employee, while output of refineries
producing 50-75 percent asphalt (probably the proportion for the

Providence SMSA refinery) was $155,687 per employee. This gives an

output estimate range of $15,064,000 to $22,647,000.

2. Determination of Input Coefficients

For those four-digit SIC industries for which we had usable

questionnaire responses, the input coefficients for material inputs

were determined directly. For the remaining four-digit SIC industries,

coefficients were obtained from the Philadelphia Region Input-Output

Study by Walter Isard, Thomas W. Langford, Jr. and Eliahu Romanoff.

The coefficients found [or the Philadelphia Region at the four-digit

SIC level were deemed to be more similar, on the average, to coeffi-

cients that pertain in the Prcvidence SMSA than national coefficients

and hence were used in preference to ones developed from OBE workshee :,.

When the Philadelphia study showed unallocated material inputs for

the SIC's used in any I-0 sector of more than one-half of one percent

of output of the sectoi (and often when the percentage was less than

this) the unallocated inputs were allocated, after a study of the OBE

table, on the basis of our knowledge of the character of the enter-

prises in the SMSA.

In a few cases a four.-digit SIC for which we did not have survey

information was not represented in the Philadelphia Region table.

In most such cases the total material inputs for the other four-diciLt

SIC's in the I-0 were inflated to cover the missing SIC's. In some

cases the coefficients in the 19.8 input-output taole published by

the OBE were used, and in a few cases a single four-digit SIC or a

group of SIC's smaller than the whole I-0 sector was used as the

9



basis for the inflation. The source of data for the material inputs

to each four-digit SIC is shown in Table 1.

For 73 of the four-digit SIC's represented in the Providence

SMSA comprising 67.23 percent of the estimated output of the manu- I
facturing sectors of the Providence SMSA, material inputs were esti-

mated from survey data from one or more questionnaires obtained from 3
establishments in the Providence SMSA which were -.. assified in that

four-digit SIC. The material inputs for four-digit SIC's comprising

30.02 percent of the output were developed from Philadelphia Region

coefficients for the same four-digit SIC. Material inputs for four-

digit SIC's comprising only 2.05 percent of the estimated output were
obtained by inflating data for a broader group, usually all the rest

of the 1-0 sector, while 0.70 percent were ubtained from BE ioeffi-

cients which pertained to an entire 1-0 sector. The material inputs

to the manufacturing sectors are, therefore, highly particularized 3
to the four-digit SIC i:dustry mix of the Providence SMSA. Variations

in inputs for enterprises within any one four-digit SIC could, however, 3
make the picture in the table somewhat unrealistic. This danger is

typified by I-0 sector 31. The sector is completely dominated by the

single petroleum refinery in the Providence SMSA, having an estimated 3
output $21,091,500 of the $22,631,600 estimated output of the sector.

This refinery is not typical since it specializes in asphalt produc- I
tion, hence some of the input shown as crude petroleum (sector 8)

may be, in reality, residual fuel oi] (sector 31). 3
The division of inputs between those produced in the SMSA and

those produced outside the SMSA is one of the special features of

this input-output study and the similar study of the New Orleans

SMSA by Jack Faucett Associates. The survey was especially directed

toward obtaining a division of inputs on thi.s basis. The questionnaire
information obtained from all the enterprises in any I-0 sector was

used (after weighting for the importance of the four-digit SIC in the

1-0 sector) as the basis for allocating all similar inputs into the

sector between those produced in the SMSA and those produced outside.

For those 1-0 sectors for which no survey data was available (and for

103
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inputs not shown on questionnaire but shown for four-digit SIC's

covered by Philadelphia coefficients) inputs were allocated between

those produced within the SMSA and those produced outside on the

basis of the average composition of that input shown on all survey

I, questionnaires.

The non-materials inputs to the manufacturing sectors, i.e. inputs

from 1-0 sectors 65 through 86 were also determined largely from

survey data and by elaboration and inflation of the survey data. The

principal source of data to supplement the survey was the 1958 Input-

Output Table prepared by the OBE rather than the .oefficients of the

Philadelphia Region Table. Because the Aimilarity between establish-

ments in thý same four-digit SIC industry in Philadelphia and

Providence was presumed to be less great for many non-material inputs

than for material inputs, the use of Philadelphia coefficients was

not regarded as especially helpful.

Questionnaire responses from manufacturing establishments covered

inputs from 1-0 sectors 66 through 68, 70-75 and 81-83 in a way that

was deemed satisfactory. For all 1-0 sectors for which survey data

was available the survey information on these nonmaterial inputs was

simply inflated to the sector control level and used. To obtain

estimates for the remaining 1-0 sectors the coefficients from the

published OBE table were applied to the sector control, and the

I breakdown between inputs from within the SMSA and from outside was

obtained by using the average proportions found for the sectors for

3 which survey data was available.

The inputs from 1-0 sector 65 shown on our questionnaires were

considered unsatisfactory since many establishments showed no in-

bound transportation costs, and since returns from the trucking

industry showed that only a very small part of inbound transportation

charges were paid by local firms. Inputs from outside the SMSA shown

on our questionnaire responses included transportation and warehousing

charges. In order to bring these down to producer's cost (the con-

ventional way of showing inputs in an input-output table) transporta-

I tion margins had to be calculated. Transportation coefficients were

' ii
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%;,rked out from margins obtained from the 1958 Input-output tape dis-

tY. Ibuted by the OBE and published in a recent study. This study I
shoawed margins for nine types of inputs received by twelve groups of

in6:iwtries. The transportation margin on survey inputs was calculat- I
ed ...vom these margins. The calculated margin was subtracted as one

step in obtaining producer's cost. It was also summed for all inputs 3
shown on questionnaires and inflated to four-digit SIC control levels

and t-en to I-0 sector control levels to obtain the input from sec-

tor 65., The transportation charges calculated in this way are sometimes

greate; than and sometimes less than the charges that would be obtain-

ed if E:ctor coefficients from the CBE table were applied to sector

control totals. For I-0 sectors for which no questionnaire data was

available this latter method was used. The results, however, are rot U
particul-r, to the inputs for the four-digit SIC's represented in tho

questionravires and hence are deemed inferior. 3
Sectoz 69, wholesale and retail trade, could not be analyzed for

inputs on the basis of direct inquiry since this would require know-

ledge by the receiver of his supplier's cost of doing business. The

questionnaire did, however, ask whether inputs were obtained from the

producer or from wholesalers or retailers located in the Providence I
SMSA. Inputs shown as coming from wholesalers or retailers were

separately compiled and margins (derived from data on margins of 3
merchant wholesalers published as a special study in the 1963 Census

of Business) removed in the same way as transportation margins were 3
removed. The total of these margins, adjusted to four-digit SIC and

.hen to I-0 sector control totals, was used (when available) as the

input from sector 69 in preference to a figure developed from the OBE

coeffizient. The latter, however, was used for sectors for which no

1. KrenR. Plenke tudof Transportation Requirements
1. Karen R. Polenske, Srudy -t ehius

Using National and Multiregional !ni t- t t ec ues,Clainghouse, p-ril =,967), pp. 5 13.

12I
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questionnaire information was available. Inputs from wholesalers or

retailers outside the SMSA were not covered separately in the survey

and were shown along with all other purchases outside the SMSA.

Since almost all purchases by wholesalers were from producers

outside the SMSA, all purchases by businesses from wholesalers or
retailers were assigned tc producers outside the SMSA after deflating

for trade margins.

Divis. -n of inputs between those produced in the SMSA and those

produced outside from sectors 76-79 could not be achieved on the basis

of survey results. With a few exceptions it is unlikely that inputs

imported from these sectors are of importance. No inputs from these

sectors were assigned to imports unless there was evidence of such an

import. I.
B. NON-MANUFACTURING SECTORS

The output of each non-manufacturing sector was determined care-

fully relying on census and other published information and comparing

national totals for 1958 developed by the same methods with the totals

we developed for the Providence SMSA. The procedures are discussed in

detail in separate sections following this general discussion. 2

In an attempt to develop local input coefficients detailed files

of names and addresses of establishments in the transportation, whole-

sale trade, and construction industries were prepared and questionnaires

mailed to about 1200 wholesalers, 1600 contractors and almost 200 firms

in the transportation industry. There were thirty usable replies from the

construction industry; the way in which they were used is outlined in

the special sections on 1-0 sector 11 and I-0 sector 12.

2. We were guided by the work of John M. Rodgers, et. al., in
their 1963 Output Measures fQr Input-Output Sectors by Standard
Metro olitan Statistical Areas and Non-Metropolitan State Areas (Jack
Faucett Associates, Decembe , 1966, -or the Institute For Defense
Analyses), but often found it necessary to use additional or other
sources of information. We checked our results against Rodgers' figures
and usually found reasonable agreement, although he regarded his
Providence figures as probably the least reliable of those for any SMSA in
the country because of the failures of the SMSA to follow county lines
combined with its overlap of the state boundary.

13
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The very poor quality of most replies as well as the extremely

slight response in the case of wholesale trade and transpoetation

(other than by air) made it necessary to rely on national figures to

estimate inputs for these sectors.

Special studies were made of the largest electric and the largest

gas utility in the SMSA and this data was used to supplement national
coefficients in estimating inputs to these industries. In all other

cases national coefficients were relied upon for determining inputs. 5
The divisions of inputs between producers within the SMSA and those

outside were estimated by using the ratio for each input found on the

manufacturing questionnaires, except in a few instances when the source

could be directly determined, e.g., natural gas purchases by the util-
ity industry.

C. TRANSFERS
Insufficient evidence of secondary output was obtained on the

questionnaires so no transfers were made for the material output

sectors 1-64. Transfers were made as follows;

To 1-0 68 from I-0 79 The value of output by municipal
Amount $9,204,000 utilities in table for sector 68. I
To 1-0 73 from 1-0 26 An estimate of output of newspaper
Amount $25,023,000 and direct mail advertising made

by taking the percentage of the
output less transfers of ODE
table which was shown on their
transfer matrix as a transfer to I
1-0 73. This percentage was
applied to the output of 1-0 26
in the ?rovidence SMSA.

To 1-0 73 from 1-0 66 An estimate of telephone directory
Amount $2,1-4,000 advertising made by applying the

percentage of the output of New
England Telephone and Telegraph
assigned to the Providence SMSA
(see table for sector 66) to the
directory advertising reported in
the FCC Statistics, 1963.

14I
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STo 1-0 73 from 1-0 67 The entire output of 1-0 67.
Amount $10,099,000

To 1-0 81 from all sectors Estimates developed by applying
Amounts as in matrix the 1958 OBE coefficients to

outputs determined from row
totals.

To 1-0 82 from all sectors Same as above.
Amounts as in matrix
(all inputs are transfers).

D. FINAL DE4AND

1i. Estimated Personal Consumption Expenditures

The estimation of Personal Consumption Expenditures ',PCE) for the

Providence SMSA actually consists of two distinct parts. First, it

was necessary to estimate disposable personal income. This was ac-

I complished by multiplying the figure for disposable personal income

for the entire state of Rhode Island by the ratio of the SMSA popula-3 tion to the state population. Since the data for Rhode Island dis-

posable income was not available from the OBE for 1965, this figure

was estimated by determining from past data what percentage disposable

personal income is of total personal income. 3 The data for disposable

personal income for Rhode Island for the other years were obtained

from the April issues of the Survey of Current Business.

It was also necessary to either estimate or modify the figures

3 for state and SMSA populaLion used in the above computations. The

1960 figure tor SMSA population was obtained from the 1960 Census5 data directly and was not modified. ,io•ever, the 1960 figure for

state population was modified to exclude the 10,000 naval personnel

on board ships in the area of Newport, Middletown, and North Kingston

who were included by the Bureau of the Census. The 1965 state popula-
tion fijure was obtained from the Special Census of Rhode Island and

3. The average percentage for the years 1961-1963 (87.0 percent)
was used for this purpose. The past data for disposable personal
income (expressed as a percent of total personal income) wero not
consistent enough with comparable data for the United States as a
whole to warrant the use of the percentage figure for the United States
in 1965 to estimate the Rhode Island figure for 1965.

15
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has not been modified since naval personnel on board ships were not

included in the 1965 Census. The 1965 SMSA population figure was

obtained in two parts: the Rhode Island section of the SMSA was
obtained from the Special Census, the Massachusetts section of the
SMSA was obtained by attributing to it the same rate of growth as

the Rhode Island section from 1960 to 1965 and also by adding the 3
population figure for Rehoboth, Massachusetts, to the Massachusetts

SMSA populaticn figure for 1965. The state and SMSA population fig- 3
ures for the years 1961-1964 were obtained by a straight-line projec-
tion of the data from 1960 to 1965.

The SMSA estimated PCE was then obtained by multiplying the SMSA

estimated disposable personal income by the ratio of the US PCE to

the US disposable personal income. The data for the United States I
viere obtained from the July and August issues of the Survey of Current

Business and have not been modified. For the years 1960-1961, the 3
average estimwted PCE for the Providence SMSA was $1,480 million.

Another estimate was made using data in the BLS Survey of Consumer I
Expenditure, 1960-61. This gave an estimate of $1,770 ,idllion for

PCE in the Providence SMSA for 1960-1961. However, according to the

"United States Census, the average population per household in the

Pnovidence SMSA for 1960-1961 is 3.29, which is larger than the fig-

j-e quoted by the BLS (3.1) as the average for all SMSA's in the 3
Northeastern Region. Using this figure, we get the following results

fow our estimate of PCE for 1960-1961: !
$6,414.74 Average PCE per household (all SMSA's)

3.29 Average population per household 3
(Providence SMSA)

249.1 Number of households (Providence SMSA)

$1,598 million Estimated PCE (Providence SMSA)

The figure obtained from the BLS data is thus $118 million larger I
than the figure we had obtained by the estimating procedure described

ii the first part of this paper. Therefore we now have thQ problem 3

16 1
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of deciding which estimate to use for PCE: $1,598 million or $1,480

million.
4

I In order to help solve this problem, we hypothesized that the

per capita disposable personal income for Providence SMSA was not

appreciably different from that of the state of Rhode Island as a

whole then, PCE for the Providence SMSA was estimated as follows:

I PCE = R.I. per Average population per household
capita X in Rhode Island X
disposable Average population per household
personal in Prok'idence-Pawtucket SMSA
income

Population of US personal consumption
Providence-Pawtucket X expenditures

SMSA US disposable personal
income

The data and results for 1960-61 were as follows:

$1935.50 Pjide Island per capita disposable
personal income.

3.34 Average population per household in
Rhode Island.

819.5 Population of Providence SMSA.

.924 US personal consumption Expend/US
disposable personal income.

ý1 m88 Mllion Estimated PCE for Providence SMSA.

This estimate corresponds very closely to the first estimate of
$1,480 million. Further support for the reliability of the estimate

of $1,480 million was obtained from data found in Sales Management,

Annual Survey of Buying Power, 1961-1962. When we adjusted that
figure for net cash income (which Torresponds fairly closely to PCE),

we obtained an estimate of $1,487 million. In addition, an estimate

of PCE for Providence SMSA based upon "Effective Buying Power" data
obtained from Sales Management was calculated to be $1,490 million.

It was therefore decided that the best estimate was $1,480 million.

4. In either case, of course, the relative distribution among the
various categories of PCE and among the 87 industries will remain the
same.* 1

I!__>
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A portion of what is regarded as personal consumption expenditure 3
in studies of PCE is not part of final demand in the input-output

sense. Out of the average personal consumption expenditure of a

family in an SMSA in the Northeast ($6,694.70) the amount not so I
regarded is $399.97, leaving a balance of $6,294.73 per family to

allocate to the various I-0 categories. Since the estimate of $1,480 3
million includes these expenditures it was necessary to make a reduc-

tion of 5.974 percent to $1,390 million for the final demand estimate. 3
For the input-output study it was necessary to compile a break-

down of PCE according to the 87 different industries. This was ac-

complished as follows: First, detailed data of consumption expen-

ditures for the Northeastern Region of the United States was obtained.

Since no detailed cata for the Providence SMSA was available, it was I
decided to uwe the data for the average expenditures per household

of all SMSA's in the Northeastern Region as an approximation for this

unavailable data.

The data for the average of all SMSA's were first compiled using 3
the PCE categories normally used in the national income accounts.

These cateqories were then classified into the 87 input-output indus--

tries.6 As noted above it was necessary to modify the data for PCE.

Life insurance expenditures were adjusted to conform to the defji'ý-

tions used in compil 4 ng 1-0 70 in the input-output study. The neces-

sary data for this was obtained from the Life Insurance Fact Books

for 1961 and 1962. A further modification to exclude gifts to persons

was also necessary.

2, Government Purchases 3
Expenditure by the governments of Rhode Island and Massdchusetts

in the Providence SMSA were not available. State expenditures tend

5. Survey of Consumer Expenditures) 1960-1961: Consumer E!pen-
ditures aind Income Total Northeastern Region (Supplement 3, Part A,
to BLS report 23-89 y, 1966)."

6. Outlined in an article by Nancy W. Simson, Survey of Current
Business, (October 1965).
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to be concentrated in the capital city, especially in a small state.

The population of the SMSA is 95.53 percent of that if the State of

Rhode Island. It seemed reasonable to estimate expenditures in the i
SMSA by the two state governments at 98 percent of the entire general

expenditure by Rhode Island.
Expenditure by the local governments was available for the four

largest cities, Pr'ovidence, Pawtucket, Cranston, and Warwick, which

have slightly over one-half the population of the SMSA. Since per

capita expenditure in Cranston and Warwick, which are predominantly

suburban, averaged about the same as the Providence-Pawtucket average,

it seemed reasonable to estimate total local government expenditure

on the basis of the per capita in the four cities.

Expenditure by the Federal Government on general public adndnis-

tration was estimated by using information on number, of persons

employed and median earnings from the 1960 population census. The

ratio between an index of earnings of persons in the SMSA employed

in federal public administration and the index for persons employed

in state and local public administration was applied to the estimates

of state and local expenditure.

General government non capital expenditures for the Providence

SMSA in 1963 were estimated as follows:

State governmtents $123,835,000

Local governments 125,779,000

Federal Government 106,497,000

I Total 356,111,000

Expenditures on new construction were reported for the state

governments but only total capital outlay was reported for the local

governments so the state ratio was applied. For Rhode Island 74.67

percent of the reported capital outlay was for construction. Federal

Government purchases of new construction were estimated by using the

ratio of such purchases to state and local government purchases in

the 1958 national 1-0 table. The general government construction

19



expenditures in the Pro-idence SMSA for 1963 were estimated as fol- 5
lows:

State governments $30,460,000 3
Local governments 21,472,000

Federal Government 14,578,000 I
Inputs, other than from new construction, to state and local

government and local Federal Government were determined by using 3
coefficients derived from the 1958 national OBE table data on pur-

chases by the state and local governments. It was felt that general

Federal Government activities in the Providence SMSA were more

comparable to state and local activities than to Federal Government

activities nationally, so the same input pattern was used. m

The resulting estimates for the repair and maintenance construc-

tion input to both the State and local and the Federal Government O

appeared to be excessive when related to repair and maintenance

construction used as intermediate inputs and total output of repair m

and maintenance construction. On the other hand, the contribution

of new construction to gross private fixed capital obtained by dif-

ference was far in excess of the estimate of total plant derived from

the BLS capital flow matrix. Considering the difficulty in disting-

uishing these two activities it seemed likely that failure to classify 3
construction activity properly was a major source of the errors.

Consequently $10,739,000 was transferred from repair and maintenance

construction expenditures by the state and local government and

$6,000,000 from such expenditures by the Federal Government and added

to their purchases of new construction.

3. Gross Private Fixed Capital Formation

The responses on the surv-y questionnaires were too sketchy to

form a besis for estimating such expenditures; moreover they did not

specify the sort of equipment purchased. The Census of Manufactures

reports capital expenditures (new) by two- and three-digit industry

classification for the Providence SMSA; a total of $'7,821,000 is I
recorded. Capital expenditures for SIC major industry qroups 21,

20 I
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S�24, 25, 29 and 37, which amounted to a total of $1,755,000 or 3.7

percent of the amount for all manufacturing industries, is not speci-

fied between group's because of disclosure, TZase industry groups

are all relatively unimportant in the SMSA. We had already estimated

that shipments for them totaled 3.7 percent of the shipments of all
manufacturers in the SMSA. Capital expenditures for each of these

groups were estimated in proportion to their estimated shipments.

Total gross private fixed capital formation as shown in the

1958 OBE input-output table was $62,392,000,000. In a preliminary

matrix showing capital flows prepared recently by the Division of

Economic Growth of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics to complement

the 1958 OBE input-output table, 22.9 percent of the capital flow is

shown as consumed by the manufacturing sectors (13-64). If this per-

centage figure is appiied to the total of $62,392,000,000, a flow of

$14,288,000,000 is attributed to manufacturing. This compares with

$9,544,000,000 as the capital expenditures (new) reported by the

Census of Manufactures for 1958 in the 1963 publication of the data.

If the ratio of underreporting is assumed to be the same in each

manufacturing industry in the Providence SMSA in 1963, as it was in

all manufacturing in the United States in 1958, we can apply a factor

of 1.497066 to the capital expendituires reported by the Census to get

estimates for the manufacturing sector.

For the nonmanufacturing sectors estimates were developed by

applying the ratio of output to capital flow shown for the sector for

1958 to the output already estimated for each sector for the Providence

SMSA in 1963. The estimate of capital flows by I-0 consuming sector

* obtained in this way has the merit of making it possible to develop

the estimates of capital flows by producing sectors, needed for the

input-output matrix, which take into account the industrial mix in

the Providence SMSA. For instance, using this technique no coal or

metal mining or oil drilling equipment will be attributed to the

capital formation in the Providence SMSA.

Capital flows by producing sector as shown in the BLS matrix

I were used in conjunction with the estimates of capital flows by

S21
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I
consuming sector developed above to estimate the proportion of thei

F ~ output of the various 1-0 sectors which went to gross private fixed
capital formation.

I
i
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
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Table 1.I

CONTROL TOTALS BY FOUR-DIGIT SIC AI•D Br T-O SECTOR
AND SOURCE OF INPUT COEFFICIENTS BY FOUR-DIGIT SICs

1-0 1-0 4-Digit SIC Source of
Sector Control SIC Control CoefficientsaI ($ 000) ($ 000)

13 Not represented in SMSA
14 152,143.7 2011 2,740.2 Phila.

2013 1,960.2 Survey (1)
2015 4,913.4 Phila.
2021 406.5 Infl. T
2024 5,372.0 Phila.
2026 39,367.7 Survey (1)
2032 159.8 Phila.
2033 973.9 Phila.
S20736 1,150.2 Phila.
2041 420.0 Phila.
2042 2,303.1 Phila.
2045 140.1 Phila.
2051 33,923.5 Survey (2)
2052 741.0 Phila.
2071 7,995.8 Phila.
2082 23,938.1 Phila.
2086 8,505.1 Phila.
2087 3,604.1 Phila.
2094 2 455.1 Phila.

2096 3,221.1 Phila.
2097 297.2 Phila.
2098 1,007.5 Infl. T
2099 6,548.2 Survey (2)

15 27.8 2121 27.8 Phila.I
a. Survey (x) indicates inputs estimated from survey

questionnaires covering (x) establishments.
Phila. indicates inputs estimated from coefficients in

Philadelphia region table prepared by Isard, et. al.
OBE indicates inputs estimated from coefficients in 1958

input-output table prepared by OBE.
Infl. T indicates inputs estimated by inflating input:; Jetennine&;

for remainder of 10 sector.
Infl. P indicates inputs estimated by inflating input:. for I-I digit SICs for which Philadelphia coefficient, were used.
Infl. * indicates inputs estimated by using Philadelphia

coefficients for SIC 3321.
Infl. * indicates inputs estimated by using coefficient;

developed iiom survey data on SIC 3356.

23
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Table 1 (Cont'd) [
10 1-0 4-Digit SIC Source ofSector Control sic Control Coefficients($ 000) ($ 000)
16 291,554.9 2211 109186.9 Survey (3)

2221 53,802.7 Survey (3)
2231 28,112.2 Survey (4)2241 47,552.9 Survey (3)
2261 46,153.8 Survey (2)2262 10,226.0 Survey (1)2269 13,294.8 Phila.2281 6,607.0 Survey (1)
2282 11V73.7.0 Phila. I2283 51,906.9 Survey (4)
2284 12,194.7 Phila.17 39,994.4 2271 596.0 Phila.
2272 331.3 Phila.2279 5,603.1 Phila.2291 3,061.3 Phila.2292 7,532.5 Survey (2)
2293 1,701.8 Survey (1)
2294 1,910.7 Phila.
2295 7,343.1 Survey (2)2297 11,133.5 Survey (2)2298 553.9 Phila.
2299 227.2 Phila.18 66,108.9 2251 84.2 Phila. I2253 1,891.0 Phila.
2256 26,603.1 Survey (1)2259 377.8 Phila. I2311 4,217.3 Phila.
2327 300.1 Survey (1)
2328 1,169.6 Survey (1)
2329 1,198.0 Survey (1)2331 1,173.6 Phila.2335 9,647.3 Phila.
2337 758.3 Phila.
2339 186.7 Phila.
2341 4,655.6 Phila.
2342 260.5 Phila.2351 94.5 Phila.2361 1,119.6 Phila.2363 293.1 Phila.
2369 6,205.1 Phila. I2384 953.3 Phila.
2385 1,656.5 Phila.
2387 130.6 Phila.
2389 3,133.1 Phila.19 4,637.2 2391 2,145.7 Phila.

24I
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Table 1 (Cont'd)

I0 I-0 4-Digit SIC Source of

Sector Control sic Control Coefficients

($ 000) ($ 000)

2392 628.6 Phila.2394 88 3.4 Phila.•

2395 54.2 Phila.
2399 925.3 Survey (1)

20 7$920.9 2411 45.2 Infl. T
2421 250.5 Phila.
2426 68.5 Infl. T
2429 75.4 Infl. T
2431 3,012.0 Phila.
2433 815.8 Phila.
2499 3,653.5 Infl. T

21 294.5 2441 221.9 Phila.
2442 72.6 Infl. T

22 1,585.4 2511 253.0 Phila.
2512 379.6 Phila.
2514 99.8 Phila.
2515 853.0 Phila.

23 10,440.2 2522 82.8 Phila.
2541 5,090.3 Phila.
2542 95.0 Phila.
2591 5,172.1 Phila.

24 33,386.6 2631 1.0,119.4 Phila.
2641 8,733.6 Survey (2)
2642 79.1 Phila.
2643 1,606.1 Survey (1)
2645 2,597.5 Phiia.
2649 r ,602.2 Infl. P
2661 3,648.7 Phila.

25 26,010.4 2651 5,419.7 Phila.
2652 5,173.2 Phila.
2653 2,179.5 Phila.
2654 7,120.4 Phila.
2655 6,117.6 Phila.

26 57,776.1 2711 22,461.3 Survey (2)
2721 246.0 Phila.
2731 400.2 Phila.
2732 3,973.0 Phila.
2741 407.1 Sury,, (1)
2751 12,317.8 Survy (l)
2752 S,166.2 Survv, (-)
2753 1,136.7 Phila.
2761 680.5 i, la.
2771 2,899.2 Sur,',:y (1)
2782 521.i Prhil a
2789 794.5 bhi1a
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Table 1 (Cont'd)

1-0 1-0 4-Digit SIC Source of
Sector Control SIC Control Coefficients

($ 000) ($ 000)
2791 1,193.6 Phila.
2793 2,578.7 Phila.

27 41,289.3 2812 2,145.7 Infl. T
2813 359.9 Phila.
2815 17,972.7 Phila.
2816 2,488.3 Phila. I
2818 10,074.6 Survey (i )

2819 4,478.7 Phila.
2861 102.0 Phila.
2872 687.1 Infl. T
2891 403.9 Phila.

2899 2,576.4 Phila. a
28 309994.2 2821 30,244.7 Survey (3)

2824 749.5 Infl. T
29 10,283.2 2833 170.7 Phila.

2834 290.2 Phila.
2841 3,594.8 Phila.
2842 277.8 Phila.
2843 5,949.7 Phila.
2844 -- Survey (1)

30 11,825.6 2851 11,825.6 Survey (1)
31 22,631.6 2911 21,091.5 Phila.

2951 990.1 Phila.
2992 550.0 Phila.

32 130,333.9 3021 46,891.1 Survey (1)
3069 55,672.3 Survey (1) i
3079 27,770.5 Survey (2)

33 3,188.9 3111 2,797.7 Phila.
3121 391.2 Phila.

34 20,785.5 3131 4,669.1 Phila.
3142 985.6 Phila.
3161 8,428.5 Survey (1)
3172 5,911.0 Survey (1)
3199 791.3 Phila.

35 14,038.8 3229 12,496.0 Survey (1)
3231 1,542.8 Phila.

36 13,553.2 3264 35.7 Infl. T
3269 32.3 Phila.
3271 1,208.5 Phila.
3272 3,114.0 Survey (i)
3273 5,091.6 Phila.
3281 691.2 Survey (1)
3291 2,764.0 Phila.
3295 615.9 Phila. I

37 A4,993.0 3312 18,197.5 Phila.
3315 14,555.2 Phila.
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Table 1 (Cont'd)

III-0 1-0 4-Digit sic Source of

Sector Control SIC Control Coefficients

0($ 00) ($ 000)

3316 11,868.5 Phila.
3321 4,696.3 Phila.
3322 1,384.0 Infl. *

I 3391 1,540.0 Survey (1)
3399 2,751.5 Infl. T

38 215,813.0 3339 8,552.4 Infl. *
3341 4,010.3 Phila.
3351 29,241.5 Survey (1)
3352 1,515.0 Phila.
3356 63,186.6 Survey (3)
3357 105,263.2 Survey (7)
3361 1,105.4 Phila.
3362 1,374.1 Phila.
3369 764.5 Phila.

39 Not represented in SMSA
40 35,753.8 3432 139.5 Phila.

3433 2,083.7 Phila.
3441 7,632.3 Phila.
3442 10,997.7 Phila.
3443 4,536.0 Phila.
3444 7,660.5 Phila.
3446 707.6 Survey (1)
3449 1,996.5 Survey (1)

41 38,044.7 3451 8,552.0 Survey (1)
3452 15,665.0 Phila.
3461 13,827.7 Survey (1)

42 65,642.6 3421 10,138.7 Survey (1)
3423 1,270.2 Phila.
3429 1,071.4 Phila.
3471 4,358.7 Sur!ey (1)
3479 12,128.0 Survey (1)
3481 2,537.8 Phila.
3494 24,458.1 Survey (4)
3496 445.1 Phila.
3498 653.6 Phila.
3499 8,581.0 Survey (1)

43 108.8 3519 108.8 OBE1 44 61.0 3522 61.6 Phila.
45 159.1 3531 159.1 [hila.

46 444.4 3534 76.6 Phila.
3535 301.1 Phila.
3537 66.7 Philo .

47 59,28 7.0 3541 31,062.7 [hila.
3542 986.5 Mhil,.

A544 8,849.5 Phila.
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Table 1 (Cont'd) 5I
i-O I-0 4-Digit SIC Source ofSector Control SIC Control Coefficients

($ 000) ($ 000)

3545 17,434.6 Survey (2)
3548 953.7 Survey (1)48 57,476.9 3551 133.8 Phila.
3552 41,967.1 Survey (2)3554 10,806.0 Survey (1)
3555 315.1 Phila.I
3559 A,254.9 Survey (2)49 14,411.4 3561 6,938.3 Survey (1)3565 861.0 Phila. 33566 573.6 Phila.
3567 3,236.9 Phila.
3569 2,801.6 Survey (1)50 9,628.4 3599 9,628.4 OBE151 194.9 3571 76.6 Phila.
3579 118.3 Phila.52 3,373.8 3581 629.9 Phila.
3582 67.0 Phila.
3585 2,422.3 Phila.
3589 254.6 Phila.53 9,309.6 3613 4,349.4 Phila.
3622 3,139.0 Phila.3629 1,821.2 Phila.54 4,107.9 3634 110.1 Phila.3639 3,997.8 Phila.55 60,778.6 3642 3,509.1 Phila.
3643 57,269.5 Phila. 356 2,339.7 3662 2,339.7 Phila.57 36,E10.9 3674 14,377.7 Infl. T
3679 22,233.2 Phila.58 6,246.4 3691 11,154.9 Phila.
3699 5,091.5 OBE59 11,679.6 3713 755.3 Phila.

I
37117 10,924.3 Survey (1)

60 5,814.9 3721 58.4 Phil-i.3722 3,111.9 Phila.
3729 2,644.6 Phila.61 4,836.2 3731 387.2 Phila.
F2 4,449.0 Phila.62 51,333.4 3911 26,947.0 Phil•..
3621 10,805.9 Survey
3S 22 476.5 Philta.
3841 907.5 Phila.3842 9,190.5 'hi. l.
3871 4,006.0 Survey (1)63 14,049.4 3831 154.6 Phila.

"Nom-
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STable I (Cont'd)

I-0 I-0 4- Digit SIC Source ofSector Control SIC Control Coefficients
($ 000) ($ 000)

3851 12,499.3 Survey (2)3861 1,395.5 Phila.64 352,732.3 3911 93,934.9 Survey (3)
3912 35,204.0 Survey (2)
3913 5,601.0 Phila.
3914 30,572.0 Survey (1)3931 338.3 Phila.3941 20,375.6 Survey (1)3949 2,433.2 Phila.
3951 4,254.0 Survey (1)
3953 519.0 Phila.
3961 125,038.0 Survey (7)
3962 4,270.2 Survey (1)3963, 384.6 Infl . P
3964 17,503.1 Survey (1)
3981 178.4 Phila.3983 207.1 Infl. P3988 660.5 Phila.
3993 3,147.9 Phila.
3999 8,110.6 Survey (1)
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE NON-MANUFACTURING SECTORS

A. AGRICULTURE FORESTRY AND FISHERIES

1-0 1. Livestock and Livestock Products

The output of this industry as shown in the OBE input-output3 table for 1958 exceeds the value of production shown by the U.S.

Department of Agriculture in Agricultural Statistics which is based

on the reports of the Department's Statistical Reporting Service.

The major differences arise because of the inclusion of intrastate

interfarm shipments of animals and because of imputed values for

manure, animal work power and farm rental income in the OBE output.

There is no satisfactory basis in published statistics for making3 these imputations for the Providence SMSA so it was assumed that

these items were in tl- same proportion to identifiable output in the3 SMSA in 1963 as they were nationally in 1958. The value of production

nationally in 1958 in the ten categories of output falling in this

sector given in Agricultural Statistics was $20,992,773,000 or 80.21

percent of the output for 1958 shown by OBE in the input-output table.

The output in these ten categories is available on a state basis for

i Rhode Island for 1963. This data was combined into four categories

for which county data was available.

3 Division of this output between those parts of the State in the

SMSA and those parts outside was accomplished by using county output

figures for 1964 p,,blished by the Census of Agriculture. Bristol,

Kent, and Providence counties were regarded as being totally in the

SMSA while Newport and Washington counties were regarded as being

I totally outside the SMSA. (Actually four towns with large areas,

most of which are forested, are in Providence or Kent counties and not3 in the SMSA, while three towns with smaller areas but much larger

31
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proportions of crop and pasture land are in the SMSA but in Newport

or Washington counties.) Ratios between production in the Rhode Island

sector of the SMSA and State production were established for the four

categories in 1964.
Output was estimated separately for these categories partly to

facilitate allocation of State data to the SMSA and partly to facili

tate more realistic estimating of inputs to the sector. This was

necessary because the volume of output in each of these categories 3
locally is not in proportion to output nationally. Output for the

Massachusetts part of the SMSA was estimated in a similar way assuming

that 20 percent of the output for Bristol and Norfolk counties was in

the SMSA. (This is the proportion of the. aiAa of these counties which

is in the SMSA.)

The compiled value of product shown in Table 1 - 2 for 1958

nationally is 80.21percent of the 1958 OBE output for the sector less 3
transfers. The major differences are intrastate interfarm animal

shipmer.ts and imputed values of manure, animal work power and farm

rental income. For some of these items one would expect a higher I
proportion in the Providence SMSA, for others a lower proportion to

compiled value of product. To assume the same proportion overall
seems reasonable. In the absence of any knowledge of how this under

coverage was distributed to the four categories it was assumed to be 3
proportional to compiled output. Final estimates of output by

category are shown in Table 1 - 3. i

In determining the inputs for thic- sector a study made by the

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing Service

entitled Dollar Volume of Agriculture's Transactions with Industry I

provided coefficients using the sectoring of the 1947 BLS input-output

study. Their sectors, meat animals and other livestock products,

correspond to our category livestock and wool. Since the output of

wool was less than one half of 1 percent of the output of this category

no significant error was involved in using the coefficients of the meat

i. Marketing Research Report No. 375 (December 1959).
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• 1Table 1 -3

ESTIMATED OUTPUT OF LIVESTOCK AND LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS, PROVIDENCE SMSA

1963 (thousands of dollars)

Compiled Output Coverage Factor Estimated Output

ILivestocka and
Wool 1,444 80.21% 1,800

Milk 5,337 80.21% 6,654

Eggs 3,406 80.21% 4,246

Poultry 1,199 80.21% 1,495

TOTAL 11,386 80.21% 14,195

a. Includes animal. shipped in from other states to
producers in this state.

3 Ianimals sector for this category. Their sector "poultry and eggs"

covers our two categories poultry and eggs and their sector "farm

* dairy products" seems essentially the same as our category milk. The

coefficients were directly applied in both cases.

These coefficients showed inputs on a coarser matrix than the

one used in our study except for the agricultural sectors. Fortunate-
ly, many of our sectors grouped together in their matrix showed no

3 input or negligible inputs to agriculture. When a breakdowm of inputs

between sector3 of origin was required the proportions established for

3 inputs into sector 1 in the matrix published by the OBE for 1958 were

used to make the allocation.

The inputs determined in this way showed no breakdown

according to origin within or outside the SMSA. To accomplish this
allocation for this sector as well as for other sectors or parts of

sectors for which we had no survey data on geographical origin of
inputs, the inputs shown on our survey questionnaires broken down

3 by georgraphical origin were compiled for inputs from each sector. A

table showing the percentage of the surveyed inputs from each sector

which was obtained from producers within the SMSA is shown in the

section discussing the development of the manufacturing part of the
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matrix. These percentages were used in order to al2ocate the inputs

to 1-0 sector 1 except in the case of the large input from I-O sector

2 which was independently estimated, with the input from producers

within the SMSA being the total amount of field crops produced and farm I
consumed as estimated for 1-0 sector 2.

1-0 2. Other Agricultural Products

Products of this sector are primarily field crops and are

relatively unimportant in the Providence SMSA. Agricultural Statistics

enumerates over 70 crops but only seven of these are produced in suf-

ficient quantity in Rhode Island to be included in the figures in this 3
annual publication compiled from reports by the Statistical Reporting

Service of the Department of Agriculture. For Massachusetts twelve 3
crops are reported but the additional crops are not significant in the

Massachusetts part of the Providence SMSA. On the other hand, some

crops for which Agricultural Statistics shows no production in Rhode

Island are reported in the Census of Agriculture in amounts which,

while very small by national standards, are not negligible by local 3
standards. Furthermore, Agricultural Statistics does not report

production of greenhouse and nursery products which is the major item j
of sales by this sector locally. For these reasons it was decided

that 1964 Census of Agriculture figures would provide a better indica-

tion of 1963 output of this sector in the Providence SMSA than could

be obtained from Agricultural Statistics.

The 1964 Census of Agriculture compiles in County Table 6 value

of products sold by counties for four categories of product falling

in this I-O sector: field crops other than vegetables, fruits and 3
nuts; vegetables; fruit and nuts; and forest products and horticultural

specialties. For the state of Rhode Island forest products, which is

part of the output of sector 3 is 0.54% of this fourth category; it

is assumed this proportion holds for all counties in the SMSA. For

the reasons outlined in the discussion of I-0 sector 1, output of the

SMSA was taken as output of Bristol, Kent and Providence counties in

Rhode Island and one-fifth of the output of Bristol and Norfolk

counties in Massachusetts.
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Table 2 - 1

.964 SALES OF OTHER AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS BY COUNTIES, PROVIDENCE SMSAa

(tnousands of dollars)

Bristol Kent Provi- Bristol Norfolk 20% of 2 Total
(R.I.) dence (Mass.) Counties SMSA

Vegetab es 43 59 240 1,254 104 272 614

Fruits and
Nuts 1 39 389 405 76 96 525

Field Crops
(sold) 7 31 86 324 66 78 190

Horticultural
Specialt[
Productsý 146 473 947 1,259 1,840 620 2,186

3,515

a. Source: 1964 Census of Agriculture, Vol. I,
Pts. 4 and 5, County Table 6.

b. £9.46% of forest products and horticultural
specialty products.

This compiled total for the SMSA is substantially less inclu-

sive of outpit than t-he OBE figures compiled nationally for this I-0

sector in 1958. Adjustment was made as follows:

The 1959 Census of Agriculture reported only $13,433 million

for crops sold and $19,109 million for crops harested in 1959 compared

to the 1958 OBE input-output figure of $23,395 million for the sector.

The 18.32% difference between the Census of Agriculture value for crops

harvested and the OBE figure is accounted for largely by imputations

of value for pasturage, fuel wood and firm rental irtcome and from

receipts for custom work and partly by different coverage, bases of

estimation, etc., as well as the one year difference in dat-. The use

of 1959 da:a instead of 195P probably accounts foi little of the dif-

ference since the U. S. Department of Agriculture's Economic Research

Service estimates output as only 1 perce-nt different for the cwo years.

There is nc reason to think that the factors involved in the difference

are ones wh'ch would- not apply to the Providence SMSA in roughly equal

proportions. Therefore, compiled estimates for the SMSA were inflated



from the 81..68 percent level to 100 percent.

The $5,676 million difference between crops sold and crops

harvested nationally as reported by the Census of Agriculture poses

a more serious problem. Almost 80 percent of the difference in 1958

is accounted for by corn and hay harvested and used on the same farm.

Addition of the small grains (wheat, barley, and especially oats) and I
sorghum accounts for another 15 percent of the difference. For other

field crops the on-farm consumption is small and the crop is either

not grown in the SMSA or is of negligible value here. Separate

estimates of value of crops pro4uced and consumed on the same farm

were made tor corn, hay or all kinds, wheat, oats, and rye for the

SMSA. No production of sorghum was reported for Rhode Island or

Massachusetts by the Census and the entire Rhode Island output of 3
"other grains" (wnicn includes barley) was reported as sold.

Physical output figures by counties are avai.lable for these

products and value figures were developed from these as shown in

Table 2 - 2. All output accounted for as produced and consumed on

tne farm is in the category of field crops. Coverage for field crops

when thus augmented was deemed essentially complete and no inflation

seemed necessary. Values per acre, per ton or per bushel were

established from Census figures in Table 9 for Rhode Island for field

crops as follows: I
Corn harves'-ed for grain $1.65 per bushel

Corn cut for silage $120 per ton

Corn cut for fodder or hogged or grazed q143 per acre

Wheat $1.80 per bushel

Oats $0.90 per bushel

Rye $1.20 per bushel

Alfalfa $51 per ton

CMover and timothy hay $41 per ion

imal grain hay $38 per tuji U
Other hay $36 per ton

Grass Silage $11 per t:on 3
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For determination of inputs through the use of the coefficients
developed by the U. S. Department of Agriculture2 in its Dollar Volume

of Agriculture's Transactions with Industry, output must be classi- 3
fied according to the 12 categories of that study which fall in this

I-0 sector. Six of these categories (cotton, tobacco, oil-bearing

crops, tree nuts, sugar and syrup crops and ,dscellaneous crops) U
cannot be identified as produced in the Providence SMSA. No signi-

ficant error in input estimates will arise from grouping two other I
categories, lequ1ne and grass seeds (estimated output less than $500)

and food grains (estimated output $25,000) with feed crops in the 3
category field crops. The 12 categories thus reduce to the four

categories of product for which data are available in the Census and

for which Providence SMSA data are presented in Tables 2 - 1 and 2 - 2.

For crops other than field crops reported sales in the Census

of. Agiculture were 97.02 percent of value of reported production
nationally for 1959. It seems likely a similar difference exists in

the Providence SMSA for 1964, accordingly in Table 2 - 3 compiled 3
sales were irflated from an assumed 97.02 percent level to 100 percent

to account for underreporting of sales and for on-farm use. 3
Table 2 - 3

ESTIMATED OUTPUT OF OTHER AGRICULTURAL PRCUUCTS, SMSA 1963 PROVIDENCE

Compiled Output Estimdted % Census/OBE Estimated 3
Coveraqe F cor Output

Vegetables 614 97.02 81.68 775 1
iýrLits and Nuts 525 97.02 81.68 662

Fiel• crops (sold) 190 100 81.66 233

Field crops
(tarm consumed) 3,975 100 81. (. 4,&•7

Horticult-iral
specialty products 2_186 97.02 81.68 2,759

SC'CTOR TOTAL 7,490 9,296

2. Marketing Research Report #375, Ag-ricultnurz;l Marzkotinq Servi,,
9r 195).
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The inputs to I-0 Sector 2 and the geographical division of

j •their origin was made ir the same way as for I-0 Sector 1.

1-0 3. Forestry and Fishery Products

This 1-0 sector include.. SIC074 Hunting, Trapping and Gamp

Propogation; SICOB Forestry, except OP5 forestry services; and

SIC09 Fisheries, except 098 Fishery services.

(1) SIC074 Hunting, Trapping and Game Propogation is

unimportant in the Providence SMSA. The wild fur-animal catch in

Rhode Island in 1963, according to figures compiled by the U.S.

Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, was largely muskrat.

This was probably taken mostly in Washington County in areas outside

the SMSA. Total reported catch in the State valued at Pennsylvania

values--the only values reported for the Northeast--amounted to $9,6•.

There are some trapping areas in the Massachusetts part of the SMSA

3 but these are relatively minor compared to the area outside the SMSA

in Rhode Island. Production in the SMSA was estimated at $4,000.

No commercial fur animal farms operated in the SMSA according to the

Rhode Island Department of Natural Resources.

(2) SIC08 Forestry, except 085 forestry services.

The growing of trees for reforestation but no, for landscaping

is included in this industry but is not carried on in the State, such

3 seedlings being purchased by the State from Connecticut.

Forest products produced as seccndary output _1f farms as re-

ported by the last four censuses of agriculture (1950, 194, 1959,

and 1964) are between $18,000 and $23,000 for the State. Such pro-

Sduction in the SMSA, including the Massachusetts sector is estimate.!

at one-half that for the State. Production for 1963 in tl._ SMSA i's

estimated at $10,0U0.

5 The most significa-nt output fur the indiustry is th(. value ,,t

stinding timber cut u•u'.ng the year, i.e., the value o1 stumwqe- riih;e.

3 These were estimated 1i in the value (A shipments by lc<yqinq ci:yps in,:

logging contrirtrs -il sxv.':adlls anJ plaining :dlls in the SMSA . The

S.adjustedI estimate c- shipments ot sawaills and planina :fills (:;,eral)

in the SIS. •ievcl•ooeY4 in wknn,-tion with )ur analysis 'l muinanu a:rn,

'I
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in the SMSA is $231,000. The cost of stumpage for all such mills i
in the United States was 10.65 percent of the value ol` shipments

according to data pr-blished in the 1963 Census of Manufacturers; I
The cost cf stumpage is thus estimated at $24,000 for the SMSA for

these mills. Similar estimates for the other categories of sawmills

and planing mills and for logging camps and lcgging contractors total I

$9,440, giving an estimate of $34,000 for stunmage value for the SMSA.

TIds estimate is in line with a 1952 estimate of stumpage value at

$50,000 to $75,000 for the entire state from a U. S. Forest Service

Study "Timber Resources of Rhode Island." 3
The estimate cf stuxrpage of $34,000 for the SMSA for 1963 was

not adjusted for over- or undercoverage and no ujustment fcr

nacional forest production was needed since there are no national

forests in the area.

(3) SIC09 Fisheries, except 098 fichery services. I
The U. S. Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service

publishes a sugn,-.ry of Rhode Island landings of finfish and shell- 3
fish. The statistics for 1963 for the State are shown in Table 3 - 1.
This table also shows their division between sites within the SMSA

andi thcse outside based on estimates by Mr. William Murphy of the

local office of the Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Commercial I
Fisheries.

Inputs were derermined by using inputs excluvtive of transfers

shown for the sector on the OT[ table and inputs for fisheries shownI

on tile microfinL of the OBE work papers. The difference letween the

sector inputs and those shown tor fisheries was weighted for an output I
of $48,000 and 'he fisheries inputs for an output of $3,552,000. Im-

material inputs were obtained directly from the OBE table adjusted -cr I
level of sector activity in ?roviJenc2 SMSA.

I



Table 3- 1

RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE SMSA LANDINGS OF FISH - 1963

Landings in State Value Landed in
1963 (thousands % at Sites in SMSA (thousands

Type of Fish of dollars) SMSAa of dollars)

Finfish 2,388 90 2,149

Clams, bay 1,295 99 1,282

Lobsters 327 25 82

3 Squid 44 50 22

Other shellfish 17 90 15

j Bay scollops 3 75 2

TOTAL 4,074 3,552

I a. Includes Point Judith - Galilee, Wickford,
Warren, Warwick, East Greenwich.

'PTotal output of I-0 Sector 3 is thus estimated
at $3,600 thousand.

T-0 4. Ag•zicultural, Forestry and Fisheries Services

SIC 071 - Agricultural services except animal husbandry and
horticultural

J SIC C723 Poultry hatcheries

SIC 0729 (part) - Animal breeding, but not feed lot operations
and boarding animals

SIC 065 - Forestry services on fee basis--cruising timber
marketing service, fire fighting, etc.

SIC 098 - Fishery services--fish hatcheries and fishing
preserves

According to the study prepared by Jack Faucett Associates,

Sentitled 39- Output Measures for Input-Output Sectors by Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Areas and Non-Metropolitan State Areas

(Appendix B page 4-3• information available on a regional basis shows

that receipts from cotton ginrvng, from custom work, etc., and from

poultry hatcheries production accounted for 92.72 percent of the OBE

sector output.

Although there is no cotton ginning in the Providence SMSA

! nd rclatively minor receipts from custom work, poultry hatchinq is

i43
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a relatively important activity and there seemed no reason to assume 3
that the ratio of coverage in the area was different from that found

in the Faucett study. The output of custom work and of chick hatcher-

ies, $553,000 was inflated to $597,000 as the output at 100 percent I
coverage.

Inputs were determined by using the coefficients developed 3
for the poultry and poultry products part of I-0 Sector 1 with some

modification to fit the known character of chick hatching in this area. 3
B. MINING

1-0 5. Iron and ferroalloy mining SIC 10

I-0 6. Non-ferrous metal ores mining

I,.0 7. Coal mining; SIC 11 and SIC 12

I-0 8. Crude petroleum and natural gas; SIC 13

1-0 10. Chemical and fertilizer mineral mining; SIC 147

The Census of Mineral Industries for 1963 shows only one

establishment in Rhode Island or Massachusetts in SIC major groups 3
10, 11, 12, and 13 and industry group 147. This is a central office

for a lead and zinc ore producer (SIC 1031) located in Massachusetts. 3
This office is probably in Boston and is almost certainly not in

Attleboro or any other part of the Provide,.ce SMSA. We conclude that

these five I-0 sectors (5-8 and 10) have no output in the SMSA.

1-0 9. Stone and Clay Mining and Quarrying; SIC 1Lz, except 147

(1) This is the only mineral industry represented in the SMSA.

It comprises all of SIC major group 14 except indusl:ry group 147.

There are 23 establishments in this group including two very small I
establishments (I - 4 employees each) which are alsc included in

minufactures. One of these is a dimension stone plant in Washington

County outside the SMSA. The other is a sand and gr3vel plant in

Providence County. The value of the output of these small operations

should be included in the appropriate manufacturing :ategory ard hence

is not included here. Value of shipments and receipts for Kent County

and Providence County as given by the Census of Mineral Industries 1
total $2,493,000. No establishments are shown for Bristol County (R.T.).
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The Minerals Yearbook for 1963 enumerates the major operations. In

Kent and Providence Counties all of them are located within the SMSA.

No operations are enumerated for parts of Newport or Washington Counties

included in the SMSA. The total shipments and receipts reported for
Kent and Providence Counties in the Census is therefore taken as the
output for the Rhode Island part of the SMSA.

(2) For the Massachusetts part of the SMSA, value of ship-
ments and receipts for mineral incustries for the counties of Norfolk

3 and Bristol (Mass.) were allocated in proportion to the area within

the SMSA. (Area rather than population was used since sand and gravel

deposits and stone outcrops in both counties are rather ubiquitous and

tend to be worked to at least as great an extent in the relatively

sparsely populated sections of the counties as in the more built up

areas.) The very small part of Worcester County (1.15 percent of the
population and 1.05 percent of the area of the county) in the SMSA

J had no important producer of sand, gravel, or crushed stone according
to the Minerals Yearbook so no production was assigned to these two

small towns. Bristol County (Mass.) had $1,700,000 value of shipments

and receipts of mineral industries, 20.29 percent or $344,930 of which

was allocated to the SMSA. Norfolk County had $3,3C5,000 of which

19.63 percent or $648,772 was allocated to the SMSA. The total ror

the Massachusetts part of the SMSA, $993,702 seems reasonable in re-

1 lation to the $2,493,000 for the Rhode Island part of the SMSA on the
basis of casual observation. Most of ihe sand, gravel and crushed

rock for the highly urbanized part of the SMSA whicn stretches along

the state line from Woonsocket to Warren comes from the Massachusetts

side of the line.

(3) Total output for I-0 sector 9 as shown in the 1958 OBE
table was substantially equivalent to shipments as reported in the

Census so no correction factor was applied. Output was estimated at

$3,487,000.

Since crushed and broken stone and sand and gravel constitute

about 80 percent of the output of the sector naticnally and since Loth

are produced in the SMSA, the input coefficients for the sector
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nationally, after removal of transfers, were, in the absence of 3
survey data, used to estimate inputs to the sector locally.

C. CONSTRUCTION U
1-0 11. New Construction

SIC 15, 16, 17 (part) Contract Construction.

SIC 6561 (part) Operative Builders.

Industry data is not often given in terms of the SIC I
categories and this discussion of our procedure will also ignore

SIC categories. 3
1-0 11 is essentially equivalent to the sum of the Department of

Coijiierce, Business and Defense Services Administration's figure for 3
value of Construction Put in Place (see Construction Statistics

published as January 1966 Supplement to the Construction Review)

plus the Cenzvus of Mineral Industries figure for Costs of Drilling

and Equipping Oil and Gas Wells. Since no oil or gas well drilling •

was done in the Providence SMSA the output estimate for 1-0 11 was

simply an estimate of the portion of the Value of wonstruction Put

in Place that applied to the SMSA. 3
In Table 11-1 the estimating process is outlined. The basic

assumption here is that the ratio of contract awards to construction

put in place by types of construction are the same in the United

States and in the Providence SMSA.

"The estimate of construction put in place in the Providence

SM:SA is derive'd from that for the State of Rhode Island by using

tne ratios of population. This method is predicated upon the ideas3

that 2onstruction output occurs on the site and that in any area it is

roughly in proportion to population. Enterprises carr,'-g cn n

con.,truction which are headquartered in the 3MSA almost certainly

employ more workers than Jo such enterprises in the State (ýee PL13

estimates of contract construction employment reported in

oni•trution Statistiý2, page 72) but this is not the relevant

c;i lertion if the output is Jleeed to occur at the :site. I
-he estimare-; for buil ling construction deriveI in this w-y -,rcm

dtI
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in reasonable agreement with other estimates 3 but the estimate for

non-building seems excessive. This is probably because of much more

complete coverage of contract awards in this area than occurs

nationally. The Philadelphia study estimates 99 percent coverage in

their area. It seemed realistic for the Providence SMSA to estimate

that the undercoverage for non-building construction was substantially I
less than in the United States as a whole. The estimate used was

therefore the average of the $58,892,000 contract awards for the State

and the $92,192,000 figure developed in Table 11-1 or $75,042,000

giving a total output for 1-0 11 of $233,612,000. 3
Development of Input Coefficients.

In order to develop appropriate input coefficients output was 3
divided into eight different categories. The principal basis for this

division was the breakdown of payrolls by types of contracting firms 3
reporting FICA deductions as shown in County Business Patterns, 1964.

These payroll figures for the first quarter of 1964 for the state are

adjusted to give SMSA payroll figures for 1963 in Table 11-2. The

first step is to adjust the first quarter 1964 payrolls reported in

County Business Patterns ($15,424,000) to the level of those reported 3
by the Rhode Island Department of Employment Security ($16,075,687)

which reports ini its mimeographed quarterly releases the total payrolls 3
of covered enterprises instead of covered payroll. The second step

is to adjust the first quarter 1964 to the year 1963 by "eliminating"

3. For example, private residentiai and non-residential building
construction put in place in the United States in 1963 according to
Department of Commerce estimates 'Construction Statistics, page 2)
was $25,843,000,000 and $11,863,00ti-000 respec'±vely. Value of
buildings permits as compiled in the same source for 3,014 permit
isuing places (p. 37) was $21,832,300,000 for both types combined.
Mhode Island permits covered $78,500,000 which when inflated to
account for the 3ame rate of undercoverage revealed in the national
figures gives an estimate of $135,575,000 for private building
construction in hiode Island. This compares wellwith the total of
$1.64,942,000 for all building public and private derived using
,ontract awazv figures.

Similarly, the estimate developed for output of general contractors
in 1'able 11-3 below using payroll and wage coefficients is in clo-se
agreement.
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K!
seasonality and trend, using the ratios found in the DES figures.

The ratios from the DES categorie,; are applied to each sub- I
division of the category for which wage figures were obtained from

the County Business Patterns. Finally the figures are reduced to an

SMSA estimate by using the same popu!aticn ratio used in estimating

output. At a later stage in the analysis the category general con- 5
tractors, building is divided into residential and non-residential

so that output of each is proportional to the estimates developed

from contract awards while plumbing, heating and air conditioning is

divided assigning 20 percent of output to air cond±tioning. (See

Table 11-1)

The question might well be raised about the use of the County

Business Patterns figures when they are so liberally adjusted to tme 3
level and seasonal pattern of the DES figures which record actual reported

payrolls in 1963. The two reasons are that County Business Patterns 3
gives a breakdown into a much larger number of categories and that the

breakdown between major categories is substantially different. The

County Business Patterns breakCdwn seems more in conformity with that

in the output statistics published by the U.S. Department of Commerce.

Eight branches of contract construction were distinguished and wage

and sub-contracting coefficients were derived from survey returns an'I

from Philadelphia Region coefficients as shown in Table 11-3 together 3
with the payroll estimates developed in Table 11-2. This leads to an

independent estimate of both sub-contracting and general contracting 3
work done. The coefficients were obtained as follows: For reoi>-!nti li

general contractors emounts of sub-contract• reported on survey

,:quo3tionnaires were siumed and divided by uotal output. For non-

ro-i~lential building general contractors the sub-contr,ictinq coeffi ri,,nt

wa; ieteý-rined by a simple average of the percentages of ub-(-')ntrI'tin• I

Thown on the survey returns. Wages reported on many questionniairo; to-

both these groups of contractors were inconsisrent with other iati on

the -ýuestionnaire so the Philadelphia coeffti(ient7; a,1ju:tA. f-r tho

:iffron-,", in rates of sub-contractirg wero use,!. ' :Pim iount, ;,... ,

nr.;i;tent with other information on the Provi,,n . SMSA ;u,-stionn iir,z
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Ig Table 11-3

CONSTRUCTION IN THE PROVIDENCE SMSA, 1963 BY TYPES

Estim. of Estim. of Sub- Estim. of
Payroll Wage Output Contract Sub. Contr.
($000) Coef. ($000) Coef. ($000)

Residential Bldg. 9,227 .1112 82,981 .2763 22,928

Non-Residential
Bldg. 12,411 .1703 72,876 .5750 41,904

Highway and Street 10,510 .2211 47,535 .1572 7,473

Heavy Construction
n.e.c. 6,971 .2306 309230 .179% 5,429

TOTAL 2332622

Ventil. and Air
Conditioning 1,363 .2372 5,745 .1788 1,027

I Plumbing and
Heating 7,395 .3218 22,980 .1003 2,305

IElectrical 6,160 .4424 1j',924 .0394 549

Spec. Trades
n.e.c. 17, "32 .3290 .0821 4,300

TOTAL 95,026I
I
I
I
I

I



For highway and street construction there were no survey returns

and Philadelphia coefficients were used. For heavy construction,

n.e.c. Philadelphia coefficients were used to represent a statistical

enterprise comprising between 50-75 percent of the industry, both

to avoid any possibil:.ty of disclosure and to give a broader base.

In sub-contract.ng the most important category is plumbing,

heating, ventilating and air conditioning. Survey returns showed

that two parts of this category had substantially different

coefficients. Ventilating and air conditioning returns were totalled

to obtain coefficients for that part of the category, and predominantly

plumbing and heating returns were totalled to obtain coefficients for

that part. For electrical contracting the sub-contracting coefficient

was obtained from the survey, but omission of information on wages

forced the use of the Philadelphia Region coefficient adjusted for the

slight difference in rate of sub-contracting for the wage coefficient.

For special trades contractors, n.e.c. the wage and sub-contracting

coefficients were obtained by summing the survey questionnaires for

which wages were known but giving only half weight to concrete

specialists who would otherwise have been seriously over-represented.

The implicit weights thus used were in rough agreement with the

importance of the special trades revealed by the County Business

Patterns data.

The estimates of output by general contractors obtained incidentally

in this way closely approximate the outputs shown in Table 11-1 as

subsequently corrected. The ratio of output of highway and street

contractors to the heavy construction n.e.c. contractors developed

here was used to divide the estimate previously obtained for the

combined category.

The estimates of output by the special trade contractors n.e.c.

of $95,026,000 and the estimate of sub-contracts let of $85,915,000

leaves a difference of $9,111,000 which is substantially less than

the amount of special trades work done on maintenance and repair

construction. This shortfall in output calculated from payroll and

wage coefficient data arises largely, if not entirely from the large
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amount of self-employment in special trades sub-contractina,

especially in the parts done for residential construction, for
maintenance and repair, and for other special trades contractors.
Some indication of the persons working in the construction industry
but not covered by Department of Employment Security compilations is

obtained when the 1960 population census figure for persons employed
in construction in the State (16,780) is compared with average 1960
employment in construction reported by the DES: 11,900. For
manufacturing the DES reported 119,300 persons employed, while the

Census of Population reported 124,639. (Average employment in
construction in 1963 according to the DES was 12,700 while the peak
employment reported for any month was 14,584.) No attempt was made

to estimate the extent of undercoverage.
Since the 1958 OBE Input-Output Table treats construccion on a net

basis--essentially eliminating the double counting of intra-industry
transactions--derived inputs from sub-contracting for the categories
of final product as well as the inputs from the general contractors
had to be determined. To do this dollar amounts and coefficierts
for each type of sub-contracting were needed. Since no information
on types of sub-contractors doing the sub-contracting reported by
the contractors was obtained in the Providence survey the Philadelphia
Region coefficients adjusted for overall level of sub-contracting
were used to determine the amount of each type of sub-contracting
used by different types of general contractors. The coefficients
and the estimated dollar amounts of four categories of sub-contracts
let by the general contractors and by their sub-contractors are shown
in Table 11-4.

To determine the inputs from other 1-0 irndustries, input

coefficients were developed for each of eight types of contracting

using survey data in all cases except street and highway
construction for which Philadelphia Region coefficients were used
and adding statistical enterprises based on Philadelphia Region
coefficients in heavy construction, n.e.c. (comprising 60-E0 percent
of the total), and in electrical contracting (comprising 50-70
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percent of the total). In both cases the addition of the statistical3 enterprises was designed largely to offset an atypical distribution
of output (and hence inputs) within the given contracting category

oa the Providence survey returns. The coefficients for special

trades contractors, n.e.c. included the landscaping contractors at

half weight to avoid over-representation. No adjustment for concrete

contractors was needed in this case because very heavy sub-contracting
by the concrete contractors automaticai'y reduced the inputs.

Table 11-5 shows the coefficients for each branch of sub-con-

tracting and the resulting dollar value of inputs from each 1-0
industry outside the SMSA to 1-0 11.

Input coefficients were developed entirely from survey information

for ths. following categories of contractors: general residential,

general non-residential building, plumbing and heating, air conditioning

and ventilating, and specia-l trades, n.e.c. including landscaping.

For highway and street construction Philadelphia Region coefficients

were used and for heavy construction, n.e.c. and electrical con-

tracting, statistical enterprises based on Philadelphia coefficients

were introduced.

3 The division of inputs between producers within the SMSA and

producers outside the SMSA was based on survey information. Table

11-6 shows inputs from within the SMSA. Separate coefficients forI inputs from within and without the SMSA from each I-0 industry were

develoDed for general residential, general non-residential building,

3 plumbing and heating, air conditioning and ventilating, and special

trades n.e.c. contractors using the information in each group of

3 questionnaires. These coefficients were then applied to the output

totals to give dollar amounts of each input For highway and

street construction, heavy construction, n.e.c., and in part for

electrical contracting, the ratios of input from within and without

the SMSA were obtaired by taking the ratio for inputs from that

industry shown for the other branches of contract construction.

1-0 12. Maintenance and Repair Construction
SIC 15, 16, 17 (parts) Contract Construction.

o ~554II!
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1-0 12 and 1-0 11 are both defined as parts of SIC 15, 16, and 17.

3 Industry data is seldom presented in terms of the SIC's and in this

study as in that of 1-0 11 no use is made of the SIC categories.

The amount of maintenance and repair construction was t'stimated

separately for highways and for other types. The estimate for all
* maintenance and repair except to highways was based on thr expenditures

for the United States ($17,602,000,000) given in a special article in

the July 1965 Construction Review (page 7).3 Highway maintenance for the state was reported by the Department of

Public Wbrks as $5,300,000. This somewhat exceeds the amount that would

be estimated by-allocating highway maintenance and repairs of

$2,938,000,000 for the United States to Rhode Island on the basis of its

mileage of state primary roads to such roads in the United States as

reported in Highway Statistics 1963 published by the Bureau of Roads

of the U.S. Department of Commerce (page 104). On this basis the

resulting estimate for the state would be $4,839,000. The Department of

Public Works' figure for the State is reduced to an SMSA figure by3I using the population ratio (95.53 percent). The resulting estimate is

$5,033,000.

A preliminary estimate of non-highway maintenance and repair

expenditure was obtained by allocating total non-highway and repair

expenditure for the United States to Rhode Island in proportion to the

estimated market value of assessed taxable real property locally to

that nationally (3.2 : 969.0) as reported in the Census of Government

1964, Vol. 2. This -was converted to an SMSA figure by using the ratio

of assessed valuation in Rhode Island to that in the Rhode Island

parts of SMSA's and then was inflated by the population ratio to

include the Massachusetts part of the Providence SMSA. The resulting

preliminary estimate of non-highway maintenance and repair expenditure

for the Providence SMSA is $58,087,000.

This preliminary estimate was then adjusted to account for the

higher expenditure per housing unit in SMSA's in the Northeast as

compared to the country as a whole revealed in Construction Reports

C 50-9, Part 2 (March 1965) published by the Bureau of the Census
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(Gov. Doc. No. C3.215/8:9). Table G on page 6 shows average expenditure

for upkeep and improvement for one unit owner-occupied dwellings of

$264 per year in SMSAs in the Northeast compared to $224 for the United

States as a whole. It was assumed this greater expenditure applies

to all building maintenance and repair in the Providence SMSA giving

a final estimate of $68,460,000.

The output for both highway and building maintenance and repair

construction is thus estimated at $73,523,000.

Inputs were estimated using coefficients developed in 1-0 11 for

speoial trades contractors, n.e.c.; plumbing and heating contractors;

air conditioning contractors; and electrical contractors. The

Philddelphia Region study found that 82.5776 percent of maintenance 3
and repair construction was Cone by special trades contractors, n.e.c.;

that 6.9877 percent was done by electrical contractors, and that

10.4347 percent was done by heating, plumbing and air conditioning I
contractors. These proportions, which are generally in accord with the

breakdown in Construction Reports C 50-9, Part 2 (page 16). were used

in determining inputs from within the Providence SMSA and from outside

the Providence SMSA, with air conditioning assumed to be 2 percent of 5
the total. This division seemed reasonable for all inputs except that

from I-0 Sector 31 to street and highway construction which is largely

asphalt. Here the division was made on the basis of estimates of asphalt

imported and asphalt produced in the SMSA. Waterborne Commerce of the

United States - 1964 reported imports of 126,361 tons. Shipments of3

asphalt by all refineries In the United States were reported in the

19E3 Census of Manufactures as 47,051,000 bbls valued at $360,279,000 3
or $7.66 per bbl. The Statistical Abstract of the United States records

5.5 bbls of asphalt per ton. Hence the asphalt imported into

Providence by water (certainly most of what is imported) if valued at

average refinery price was $5,324,000.

Refineries specializing in asphalt and producing between 50-75
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percent of value of output as asphalt according to the Census of

Manufactures had $155,687 of shipments per employee. It seems

probable that the refinery in the Providence SMSA falls in this 4
group. Employment is estimated at 117. If 60 percent of value

3f output was asphalt and output per employee was average the

asphalt output was $10,929,200 or very slightly more than twice

the estimated value of the imported asphalt. Not all of the input

from 1-0 31 is asphalt and more of the balance is imported.

Accordingly, the input coefficient for Sector 31 to street and

highway contractors of .1542 was divided, .0542 to imports and

.1000 to producers within the SMSA.
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D. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRIC, GAS AND SANITARY SERVICES 3

1-0 65 Transportation

SIC 40 Railroad transportation

SIC 41 Local and suburban transit and interurban passenger
transportation

SIC 42 Motor freight transportation and warehousing

SIC 44 Water transportation 3
SIC 45 Transportation by air

SIC 46 Pipe line transportation

SIC 47 Transportation services

An attempt was made to develop information according to a pattern

similar to that used in the New Orleans study but problems were

encountered which finally forced the abandonment of this approach and

the resort to a much more simplistic analysis.

U.S. Business Tax Returns, 1963 gives business receipts for

transportation enterprises which covers more than 95 percent of sector 3
output. This information is classified for corporations into seven

groups and for partnerships and sole proprietorships into two groups

as shown in Table 65 -1. Most of the partnerships and sole propri-

etorships are engaged in motor freight activity. It is assumed that

the other partnerships and sole proprietorships are in local, suburban

and inter-city passenger transport which includes taxicab operation.

The miscellaneous category of the Internal Revenue Service is assumed a
to correspond to the transporcation services category of the SIC

classification. To allocate output to the SMSA, information from

County Business Patterns 1964 was used. This sourc, gives employment

and payroll information for the first quarter of 1964 for similar

categories of transportation activity. Data for the three Rhode Island

counties which are almost coterminous with the Rhode Island part of
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of the SMSA are shown in Table 65 -2. Estimates for the SMSA are in

proportion to population of the SMSA and the three counties for local

passenger transport and for trucking and warehousing. The other types

of transport are deemed to be the same for SMSA and the three counties.

Table 65 -2

TAXABLE PAYROLL 1ST Q 1964, TRANSPORTATION, PROVIDENCE,
KENT, AND BRISTOL COUNTIES; AND ESTIMATES FOR THE PROVIDENCE SMSA 3

Three Counties Estimate SMSA
($000) ($000) I

Local passenger transportation 1,555 1,777 3
Trucking, warehousing 5,288 6,043

Water transpo1rtation 429 429
Air transportation 164a 164Ua

Pipe line 3a 3a

Transportation services 211 211 3
a. Payroll figure not published because of disclosure. Figure is

estimate of number of employees. I
The estimate of output nationally for the sector first had to be 3

augmented by rent and royalty receipts (available only for corporations)

and excise taxes on transpo'tation of persons, which in 1963 applied

only to air transportation. These items amounted to $535,464,000 and
$170,000,000 respectively, The former was assigned to railroads and i
the latter to air transport. With these amounts added a total out-

put of $40,948,521,000 as reported and classified b-' the Internal
Revenue Service was obtained. Jack Faucett Associates in their 3j 1963 Output Measures for Input-Output Sectors by Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Areas and Non-Metropolitan State Areas found that a

similar compilation of 1958 output represented 97.4 percent of the

OBE sector output for that year (App. B, p. 65-3). Receipts by

transportation enterprises in the United States as shown it. Table

S6 *-- and augmented aa i'.-ted in the text by rents and royalties and
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excises and inflated to reach the OBE level are shown in Table 65 -3.

3 These receipts are allocated to the SMSA on the basis of estimated

first quarter 1964 taxable payroll except for railroads, air transport

and pipe line transportation for which no payroll data was available

from County Business Patterns. Estimates of number of employees for

air and pipe line transport could be made from county Business Patterns

and for railroads from 1960 Population Census data (Volume 1, pd. 1-566

and 41-216).

I Table 65 -3

ESTIMATE OF TRANSPORTATION OUTPUT PROVIDENCE SMSA 1963

United States Providence SMSA
Est.

Taxable Taxable
Est. 1963 Payroll Payroll Est. 1963

Type of Output 1st Q 1963 1st Q 1964 Output
Transportation (1000; ($000) ($000) ($000)

Local passenger
trans. 3,264,205 316,129 1,777 18,348

Trucking, ware-
Wthousing 15,669,696 1,244,755 6,043 76,073

transportation 3,368,259 222,915 429 6,482

I Airtransportation 4,734,291 2 0 4 , 1 2 8a 1 6 4 a 3,804

Pipe line 994,025 17,110 3a 174

Transportation
services 2,267,054 99,218 211 4,821

Railroads 11,744,073 941,214a 1,333a 16,633

TOTAL 42,C41,603 126,335

a,, Payroll figure for SMSA not published because of disclosure.

Figure is number of employees, (see text).
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1-0 66 Conmunications, Except Radio and Television Broadcating I
1. The Federal Communications Commission's Statistics of

Communications Common Carriers, (hereafter referred to as FCC Statistics), I
provides authoritative information on interstate companies and on some

of the intrastate companies. The coverage for telephone carriers is
less complete than the coverage in Cuunty Business Patterns which was
used for guidance in inflating FCC data to the proper 1-0 level.

2. The FCC Statistics for 1958 show Class A telephone carriers

employment at 637,025 for October 31, 1958; this is 91.08 percent of

the ermployment shown for telephone comnunications in County Business
Patterns of 699,397 for the first quarter of 1959, (the nearest avail-

able time). If the FCC Statistics for operating revenues ($7,140,359,000),

excises ($615,856,000) and uncollectibies ($25,849,000) are totalled and
inflated to the employment level of the County Business Patterns, an esti-

t mate of $8,144,000,000 for output is obtainr 1.

3. Thle telegraph employment shown in the FCC Statistics for
October 1958 (44,802) substantially exceeds the telegraph communications

employment shown in County Business Patterns (32,457). A similar excess

occurs for other years, perhaps explained by non-coverage of some
telegraph company emp)oyees by social security because cf the close

ties with railroads which are not covered. FCC Statistics can hardly
over-report this item and hence is used here. Operating revenues
($318,010,000) and excises ($22,698,000). gives a total of $340,708,000. U

f 4. The remaining segment of T-0 E6, Communication Servicoes,
n.e.c. was shown to have 589 employees by the 1958 County Business

Patterns. This was extrapolated to an estimate of $7,000,000 revenues

leading to a total of y8,89z,L.00,U0G for revenues including excises and

telephone uncollectibles for the part of I-0 industry 66 reported in

County Business Pitterns ir FCC Statistics. The 1958 T-0 table gives

an output of $9,292,000,0Or ',."i6.1 ex'e.d, o,' cvnpiled total by 4.5 1
percent. This is a reasonable e-tira,-c of state and local sales taxes.
"Tiese .1958 figurres provide a basis for inflating the reported 1963 totals 3
to obtain estimates of the 1-0 ouqnut for the Providence SMSA in 1963.

.1 , . I
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5. The FCC Statistics for the year ended December 31, 1963,

reported in Table 1 the operating revenues of telephone carriers for

the United States at $10,160,654,000 and dome.tic telegraph carriers

at $286,822,000. Allocation to the Providence SMSA was undertaken only

for telephone carriers (over 97 percent of the total). This allocation

was inflated in the final stage to allow for domestic telegraph carrier

operations, and for the 4.5 percent difference between our compiled

total and the 1958 1-0 output. According to the same source (Ibid.,

Table 6) all but 100 phones in Rhode Island are operated by Bell

companies, in this instance by New Engllnd 2el. & Tel. Both the Rhode

Island Public Utility Commissioner's office and the office of the

district manager of the New England Tel. & Tel. believed that all common

if• carrier telephone service in the Providence SMSA is handled by the

New England Tel. & Tel. It was also determined that New England

STel. & Tel. employment as reported in FCC Statistics is only slightly

less than all the telephone communications employment reported in

County Business Patterns for Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,

and Rhode Island, the area covered by the company. Since there is a

substantial number of non-Bell company phones in states other than

Rhode Island which are served by this company, and only a nominal 100

such phones listed fo7 Rhode island (apparently on Prudence Island

which is outside the SMSA) there seems to be no reason why data for

the Providence SMSA should be inflated for undercoverage. The only3 problem is the allocation of New England Tel. E Tel. Pperations to

the Providence SMSA.

6. On December 31, 1963, New England Tel. & Tel. had 3,733,800

customer phones, 395,100 or 10.582 p'.ýicent of them in Rhode Island.

The ratio of telephone calls originating in Rhode Island to calls

3 originating in New England, except Connecticut, (10.591 percent when

weighted by revenue importance of local and toll calls) is comparable

3 to the ratio of phones in Rhode Island. There seems to be no reason

to expect the telephones per 100 population or the calls originating

per telephone to be significantly different in the Massachusetts

cities and towns included in the SMSA from the ratios for the part of

S - I.67
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Rhode Island outside the GMSA. (About half of the population of each

area is concentrated around an important city - Attleboro or Newport.)

The relative populations of Rhode Island and the Providence SMSA were

therefore used to estimate the number of phones in the SMSA from the S
number of phones in Rhode Island.

7. The 1960 population of the area covered by the SMSA in 1963 3
was 821,101 or 95.53 percent of the population of the state (859,488).

It was hence estimated that 377,439 phones were in service in the

Providence SMSA at the end of 1963, all operated by New England Tel. &

Tel.--10.11 percent of all the phones operated by that company on

that date. This figure provides a basis for measuring telephone

services consumed in the SMSA.

8. Telephone services produced in the SMSA present the same
conceptual problem faced in transportation and the same solution seems

appropriate. Service is produced by people and equipment. The people I
work at or out of offices or service facilities with known locations.

Services may be deemed to be produced at these locations and are 3
assumed to be produced in proportion to the payroll for persons work-
ing at that location. The Rhode Island Department of Employment

Security reports payroll for four quarters of 1963 for the Communications

industry (SIC 48) as $20,002,633. County Business Patterns 1964,

Rhode Island shows taxable tel2phone communications payraoll 'SIC 481)
for the first quarter 1964 as 85.262 percent of all communications

payroll (SIC 48). (Most of the balance is in radio broadcasting and 3
television SIC 483.) Using this ratio, telephone communications pay-

roll for Rhode Island for 1963 is estimated at $17,055,000. Using the I
population ratio of the State to the SMSA, payroll for the SMSA is

estimated at $16,293,000. A few telephone communications employees in

the SMSA are employed by American Telephone & Telegraph rather than

New England Telephone & Telegraph but their productivity must be about

the same per dollar of payroll. Telephone payroll for the SMSA is I
estimated to be 7.876 percent of that for New England Telephone

and Telegraph. 3
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9. Telephone operating revenues for 1963 for New England Tel. &
Tel. were $476,145,000 to which uncollectibles of $1,497,000 and

excises estimated at $41,662,700 are added to give a total of

$519,305,000. (Excises collected in 1963 by all Class A zelephon6

carriers were 8.750 percent of operating revenue and this ratio was

3 used here.) This figure was then .nflated to account fr telegraph

and communications services n.e.c., for state and local taxes and for
any other undercoverage by using the ratio of the telephone output

estimated in (2) above for 1958 ($8,544,000,000) to total output for3 1-0 66 ($9,292,000,000). The result-ng estimate of $564,768,000 for

1-0 66 output in this area covered by New England Telephone & Telegraph

was allocated to the Providence SMSA by using the phones in service

ratio developed in (7) and (8) above. The resulting estimate was

$57,098,000 for consumption of services rendered by 1-0 66 and

I $44,481,000 as 1-0 66 output for the Providence SMSA.

3 1- 0 67 Radio and TV Broadcasting

1. Total broadcasting revenues of radio and television stations,

including networks, as reported to the FCC for 1958 were $1,553,100,000

and for 1963 they were $2,278,300,000 (FCC Annual Reports, 1959 p. 76

and 1964 p. 82). The national I-0 for 1958 shows output of

$1,549,000,000. In the absence of any explanation of the approximately

one fourth of 1 percent difference in the estimated broadcast revenue

for 1963 for stations in the Providence SMSA were used to indicate

output of the industry. The FCC in Public Notice #58084 dated

October 9, 1964, reported total broadcast revenues for AM and AM-FM

stations for 1963 as $2,748,713.

2. National financial information is given for 3,832 AM and

AM-FM stations and 294 FM stations. In the Providence SMSA there were

13 AM and AM-FM stations in 1963 and one FM station. The ratio between

II AM and AM-FM stations and FM stations is almost exactly the same

nationally as in the Providence SMSA. Total AM and AM-FM revenue

reported nationally was $L'35,046,000; FM only revenue was reported

* 69
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nationally as $11,400,000. Proportionate revenue in the Providence

SMSA from the FM station, therefore, would be $49,343.
3. TV Droadcasting Levenue reported in Public Notice #54732

dated July 23, 1964, for the Providence SMSA is $7,30G,:22. I
4. The total 1-0 67 output for the Providence SMSA is estimated

at $10,099,000.

1-0 68 Electric, Gas, Water and Sanitary Services 3
(Related SIC Code - 49)

SIC 491 Electric companies and systems

492 Gas companies and systems

493 Combinations companies and systems 3
494 Water supply
495 Sanitary services

496 Steam companies and systems

497 Irrigation systems

National Utility Statistics

In the accompanying table, national statistics were obtained for

the years 1958 and 1963 in the electric, gas and water utility I
industries. The figures shown include amounts representing output
of privately owned companies as well as data concerning publicly 3
owned establishments. Since the output of publicly owned utilities
represents primary output of federal, state, and local governments,

these outputs are considered transfers from Sectors 78 and 79 to

Sector 6C4 or distribution to consumers.
No figures were available for steam companies and systems and

irrigation systems on a national level. Since no such system was
located within the Providence SMSA, these figures were not specified 3
in this report.

Only partial data was available concerning sanitary services. 3
According to a local representative of this industry, it was impossible
to obtain meaningful estimates of the output of privately owned
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3 companies providing sanitary services. As a general estimate, it was

suggested that output in 1963 might amount to $1 to $2 million in

the Providence SMSA.

V The total output shown in the 1958 Input-Output Study of the

Office of Business Economics in Survey of Current Business, September,

1965, was $20,289,000,000, including transfers of $3,112,000,000.

The sector output shown on the accompanying table is $3.8,876,270,469

I or 93.04 percent of the OBE figures. In order to account for the data
omitted from this report, therefore, it has been assumed that the

statistics shown on the accompanying chart in items I, II, and III

represent 93.04 percent of the output of the sector on a nati.onal level

in 1958 and 1963.

1. The data for the electric utility industry, both private and
publicly owned, include revenue derived from resale and exclude operating

I revenue other than revenue from electric operations. These figures were

obtained from reports of the Federal Power Commission, Statistics of

Electric Utilities in the United States; privately owned - 1958,
p. xxix, 1963, p. xiv; publicly owned - 1958, p. x, 1963, p. ix. The

amounts shown for cooperatively owned electric utilities do not include

resale figures from one REA borrower to another (Statistical AbFtract

of the United States, 1960, p. 534; 1966, p. 535; U.S. Department of

Agriculture Statistics, 1959, p. 527; 19f r, p. 525).
2. Inasmuch as the gas utility revenue quoted in the American Gas

Association Monthly (January 1960, p. 5, January 1965, p. 4 and 5)

included only revenue from sales to final customers, resale figures

were determined from data provided by the AGA Bureau of Statistics in

Gas Facts 1964, p. 126. The 1963 amount shown is an accurate one

while the 1958 figure is an estimate based upon the -- oportionate

,lifference between the 1955 and 19b0 amounts.

3. While no exact figures were available on an industry basis,

the privately owned water utility revenues for selected companies was

estimated by the American Water Works Association and reported in

SMoody's Public Utility Manual, l9t)4, p. a87. The publioly owned portion

of the industry was reported in the Compendium of City Covernment3 Finances, 1958 and 1963, prepared by the U.S. Department of Com•rrce,

Bureau of the Census. 71



44. Municipal government revenue for sanitary services other than

sewerage was reported for the year 1963 by the Census Bureau in the

above mentioned Compendium. Data was not specified for the year 1958,

however; and, in the absence of an appropriate method of estimating

this amount, it was omitted from the accompanying report. The expansion

figure shown on the accompanying table does take into account the 1-96,

.igur'e for sanitary services provided by municipal governments.

5. No attempt was made to estimate sales taxes not included in 3
operating revenue of reporting utilities. Inasmuch as no breakdown

of receipts was given in 1958 tax data, rents and royalties of
utilities have not been included for 1958. In U.S. Business Tax

Returns, 1963, p. 167, the Internal Revenue Service reported corporate

rents and royalties for utilities as $51,886,000. This amount was also

consider a portion of the 6.96 percent expansion of 1963 figures.

Statistics for the Providence SMSA

1. Data concerning privately owned electric utility companies 3
were obtained from the following publications: Moodys Public Utility

Manual, 1964; F.P.C. Statistics of Electric Utilities in the United

States - privately owned, 1963. Information about municipal electric I
utilities was taken from F.P.C. statistics in the case of the North

Attleboro Municipal Light Co. and from 1962 census figures in the case 3
of the PQcaag Fire District. No federal nor cooperative projects

were included in the SMSA. 3
In this report output was deemed to occur at the site of generation

j: xcept when separate companies purchased power for distributior. 3
Apparently no generation of electricity took place in the Massachusetts

portion of the SMSA. Output was not allocated to this portion of the

SMSA with the exception of the resale amount purchased by the North

Attleboro Municipal Light Co. In Rhode Island operating revenues of

the Blackstone Valley Electric Company and Pascaag Fire District were

considered output of the SMSA. Except for a small portion of the

revenue of Narragansett Electric Company (ý125,356, an estimate of

Irevenue derived from the one generating plant located ctside the SMSA),
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operating revenue of this company was included in the output of the

SMSA. All operating revenues include resale revenues.

2. Since the gas utility industry in the Providence SMSA is

primarily the distribution of purchased natural gas, output is

considered in this report to be related to distribution to ultimate

customers in the SMSA, not to wholesale purchases of gas. Output,

therefore, is assumed to be revenue from final users of gas. Sales

of interstate transmission companies were considered to occur outside

the Providence SMSA. (The actual transfer occurs within the SMSA but

is shown as an import.)

All operating revenues of the Providence Gas Company and the Valley

Gas Company were included in the output of the SMSA. From this revenue

total and population of the areas co-.ered by these companies, an

average revenue per capita of $28.75 was calculated. By multiplying

this average by the population of the Massachusetts portion of the

SMSA and of Bristol and Warren, 113,063, a figure was developed which

estimated the remaining portion of the output of this industry in

the SMSA.

Information concerning the privately owned gas utilities was obtained

from Moody's Public Utility Manual, 1964. No publicly owned gas utility

was located in the SMSA.

3. The operating revenue of the only privately owned water company

in the Providence SMSA, Bristol County Water Company, was taken from

Moody's Public Utility Manual, )964, p. 15. The total revenue of

publicly owned water systems was given for the SMSA in 1962 Census of

Governments, U.S. Bureau of Census, part V, p. 261.

4. As calculated for Sector 70, output of the municipal sanitary

services was estimated on the basi3 of statistics supplied in the

1962 Census of Governments. By calculating the percentage of revenue

to expenditures, other than capital outlay, by state, it was possible

to estimate revenue derived from within the SMSA. The expansion figure

shown is not of the output estimated for sanitary services provided

by municipal governments.
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S. A portion of the national rents and royalties shown for 1963 U
has been allocated to the Providence SMSA on the basis of 1964 first

quarter payroll figures of SIC 49 published by the U.S. Department 3
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, in Countý Business Patterns, 1964.

|• i The national payroll, $1,001,298,000, was compared to the Rhode 3
Island payroll, $5,233,000, and a coefficient developed of .0052.

This coefficient, when applied to ths national rent and royalty out-

put, $51,886,000, ha: provided an estimate of State output derived

from utility rents and royalties. The output of the State has been

assumed to be a close approximation of the output of the SMSA, ixias-

much as the two major utilities, Narragansett Electric Company and

Providence Gas Company, are located almost entirely in the Rhode 3
Island portion of the SMSA. This amount hasW also been deducted from

the expansion figure as mentioned below. 3
6. Since there were no steam companies and systems nor irriga* ion

systems located within the SMSA, the expansion of the compiled output

was to cover only private sanitary services and miscellaneous under-

coverage, therefore, the output calculated for the Providence SMSA

was not expanded as much as the undercoverage found fo, the nation 5
as a whole. The output of Sections I, If. and III was deemeu in

this report to be 97.68 percent of the total estimated output. (The 3
expansion figure was calculated as one third of the 6.9 percent

expansion percentage needed for national data, i.e., 32 percent.) 3

I

Ii
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3 Sector 68

Providence
I. Electi U y .U.S.A. - 1958 U.S.A. -. 1963 SMSA - 1963
I.EecrcUtility Industry

A. Privately Owned A & B3 Class Companies $ 8,708,578,432 $12,018,475,940 $55,789,476

B. ?ublicly Owned

1. Municipal, PcwerI Districts and
State ProjectXs 701,357,493 1,298,890,000 1,114,902

2. Federal Projects 410,507,943 448,052,000 --

C. Cooperative (R.E.A.) 571,293,000 74 5,629,00L --

II. Gas Utility Industry
A. Privately Publicly Owned

1. Natural Gas 4,219,543,000 6,492,560,000 23,349,293
2. Manufactured and

Mixed Gas 332,632,000 235,923,000 --

3. Liquified Petroleum3 Gas 16,146,000 8,332,000 --

B. Sale:s from Resale 2,564,558,600 3,849,621,000 --

I III. Water Utility Industry

A. Privately Owned 114,654,000 159,444,000 7C3,764
B. Publicly Owned i,237,000,000 1,865,000,000 7,969,OOC

Partial Total $18,876,270,468 $27,111,924,940 $89,486,435

IV. Sanitar Services--
Other than Sewers

A. Privately Owned ...--.

3 IB. Municipal Revenue -- 163,000,000 120,12n

V. Steam Companies & Systems --

I VI. Irrigation Systems ....--

VII.Rents and Royalties -- 51.886,000 269,807

I VIII. Expansion Figure 1,412,729,532 1813,263,157 73j4,

Total Estimated Output $20,289,000,000 $29,140,074,097 $91,611,82q

I
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1-0 69 Wholesale and Retail Trade

The output of this industry is defined by special conventioni as
the gross margin of trade establishments including commissions, sales
and excise taxes and import duties. Manufacturers sales offices are

not included as their sales and margins are deemed to be included in
the value of shipments reported by manufacturers.

The Census of Business reports sales of trade establishments but
does not report margins in genet-al. It does report operating expense

ratios for most types of wholesaler for many different kinds of

produnt and for the 1-063 Census made a study of margins for merchant

wholesalers--the most important type of wholesaler. Operating expense

ratios vary widely for different types of wholesalers handling the
same products and for any one type of wholesaler according to kind of

product'handled. In order to estimate total margins, estimates of
sales and margins by type of wholesaler and kind of product sold were

i made for the Providence SMSA.
Wholesaling margins for merchant wholesalers selling forty kinds

i of products were obtained from a special study made in connection
• i•. ~with the 1963 Census of Busino-ss enttee.,e f aePoue

! in and kX Merchant Wholesaling Firms, 1963. Total sales by each of

S~these kinds of merchant wholesalers was given by the Census of

S~Business or could be estimated (usually from. data for the State of

S~Rhode Island) through allocations made within the framework of control

S~totals. Total sales of $702,694,000 by merchant wholesalers in the

S~Providence SMSA in 1963 were estimated in this way to have had margins

,• ~of $127,747,400.

"k
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£ Table 69 -.

SALES BY WHOLESALERS, PROVIDENCE SMSA
AND STATE OF RHODE ISLAND, J.963

3 Prov. SMSA .tate of R.I.
Types of Page No. Amount Amount
Wholesalers for data .($000) ý'$000)

All 41-8 1,212,653
41-6 1,198,773

Merchant wholesaler 41-8 702,694
41-6 695,220

Other operating types 41-8 509,959I41-6 5031553

Petroleum bulk stations,
terminals 41-8 159,1043 41-6 165,209

All, except merchant
wholesalers and diff. 350,855
petroleum bulk stations " 338,344

All, except merchant
wholesalers, mfgs.,
sales offices and
petroleum bulk stations 5-119 255,681

Mfgs. sales offices diff. 95,174
Agents and brokers est. 60,000a

41-7 53,301

Petroleum bulk plants
and terminals and
assemblers of farm
products 41-7 172,528

Assemblers of farm a
products est. 7,000idiff. 7,519

Mfýs. sales branches est. 1 8 8 , 6 8 1 b

Mfg. sales Lranches est. 283,855
and offices 41-7 '77,724

a. Estimated from state figures.
U b. Balance after subtracting estimates for ageits and brokers and

assemblers of farm p-oducts.
77
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I
Sales by other types of wholesalers were reported by the Census 3

as $509,959,000. The division of this amount between manufacturers

sales branches, manufacturers sales offices, petroleum bulk stations

and terminals, agents and brokers and assemblers of faim products

was accomplished as shown in Table 69-1 partly by taking differences

and to R limited extent by estimating from data available for the

State but not for the SMSA. The page number of the Census of Business,

Wholesale Trade, 1963 is shown for all entries except differences 3
or estimates.

Estimates of the sales in the Providence SMSA by merchant whole- 3
salers of the different kinds of products were made using both SMSA

and State data especially from pages 41-6, 41-7, 41-8, 4-81, and 4-82.

Estimate, were also made for manufacturers sales branches, for manu-

facturers offices, for petroleum bulk stations and terminals, and

for a grtup of all other types which consists of agents and brokers I
and assemblers of farm products. This was done by allocating a

figure generally given either for the SMSA or the State by the 3
Census--the sales by all these types together for each kind of product

in proportion to sales of that kind of product in the US by each of

the three types of wholesalers--and then by adjusting these estimates

to the previously developed totals for each type of viholesaler. The

resulting estimates are shown in Table 69-2. 1
Estimates of percentage margins for manufacturers branches for

petroleum bulk stations and terminals, and for the "all other"

category were developed for each kind of product by comparing oper-

ating cost ratios given for the different types of wholesalers with

those for merchant wholesalers and with the margins for merchant

wholesalers. These margins were applied to the estimates of sales

to obtain estimates of margins in dollars. (The information on

operating expenses for different types of wholesalers c!" various

products is given on pages 9-83 through 9-91 of the Census of Business, 3
Wholesale Trade. 1963.) For petroleum bulk stations and terminals no

operating expense ratio is given so operating expenses were estimated 3
by applying the ratio of payroll to operating expeitses for all

78 1
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manufacturers sales branches (with stocks) to the payroll reported for

petroleum bulk stations and terminals for the Providence SMSA. The
resulting estimate of operating expenses, $11,801,000, was inflated

to an estimated margin by using the ratio of operating expenses to

margin for all merchant wholesalers. The resulting estimate was
$15,800,000. No margins were computed for manufacturers sales

offices but an estimate of their sales, which is part of the sales

total for the SMSA given by the Census for all types except merchant

wholesalers (page 41-8), was developed.

All these estimates are shown in Table 69-2.

For retail trade margins were determined for fourteen sorts of

merchandise; it was not feasible to determine separate margins for

type of retailer. Margins were determined from the information on

business receipts and cost of goods sold shown in U.S. Business Tax

Returns 1963. These business receipts ordinarily exclude sales

Staxes and any excise taxes remitted to the taxing authority by the

retail trade establishment. The Census reports sales including such

3: taxes. It was, therefore, necessary to develop estimates of sales

less taxes. This in turn required estimation of the sales outside the

Rhode Island sector of the SMSA because Massachusetts had no sales

tax in 1963. Population outside the state is 10.9 percent, so sales

outside the State were estimated in general to be in a slightly higher

proportion, usually 12 percent, except for a few lines in which tax

dodging is notoriously concentrated. For eating and drinking places

no allowance was made because a special Massachusetts tax on meals

of $1 or over was roughly equivalent to the Rhode Island tax.

0 I-0 Sector 75 includes some activities of automotive group

retailers. Margin on sales of parts and accessories sold installed

by retailers in the automotive group and labor services sold by this

group must be subtracted from the gross margin figured in Table 69-3.

The total output of the sector includes customs duties and local

sales taxes. An estimate of customs duties based on the ratio of

retail sales in the SMSA to such sales nationally resulted in a

figure of $6,062,000. Sales subject to tax were reported for the

7I9
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cities and towns in the Rhode Island part of the SMSA as $882,448,000

3 Ion which $26,473,000 of sales tax was due. A summary of sector

output is shown in Table 69-4

Table 69-4

OUTPUT OF PARTS OF SECTOR 69

($000)

Wholesale Trade $162,960

Retail Trade 269,538

SFederal Customs Duty 6,062

Sales Tax 26,473

I $465,033

,,3

Ii
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F. FINANCE AND INSURANCE

1-0 70 Finance and Insurance

SIC 60 Banking U
SIC 601 Federal Reserve Banks

602 Commercial and stock savings banks

603 Mutual savings banks

604 Trust companies not engaged in deposit banking

605 Establishments performing functions closely related
to banking

SIC 61 Credit agencies other than barns

SIC 611 Rediscount and financing institutions for credit
agencies other than banks I

612 Savings and loan associations

613 Agricultural credit institutions 3
614 Personal credit institutions

615 Business credit institutions I
616 Loan correspondents and brokers

SIC 62 Security and commodity brokers, dealers, exchanges, and
services

SIC 621 Security brokers, dealers, and flotation companies

622 Commodity contracts brokers and dealers 3
623 Security and commodity exchanges

628 Servicesallied with the exchange of securities or commodities 3
SIC 63 Insurance carriers

SIC 631 Life insurance

632 Accident and health insurance

633 Fire, marine and casualty insurance

635 Surety insurance
636 Title insurance

639 Insurance carriers, n.e.c. 3
84
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SIC 64 Insurance agents, brokers, and service

3 SIC 66 Combination of real estate, insurance, loans, law offices

SIC 67 Holding and other investment companies

I SIC 671 Holding companies

672 Investment companies

I 673 Trusts

679 Miscellaneous investing institutions

SI 1. SIC 60 Banking

The source of data used, on a national and state level, in

estimating the output of commercial and stock savings banks, mutual
savings banks, and trust companies- not engaged in deposit banking

3 was the Annual Report of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,

1958 and 1963, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.3 Output of insured commercial and stock savings banks was construed
to be current operating revenue less interest on deprsits and interest

on other borrowed money. This amount represents "the 'alue of
services for which monetary income is received as well is imputed
values for services furnished without explicit charges. 1

The output for insured banks was expanded to include an approxi-
mation of the output of non-insured commercial banks and trust
companies. F.D.I.C. data revealed that of the total deposits of
all commercial and st4ck savings banks and trust companies in 1958,

[ 99 percent were insured; in 1963, 99.4 percent were insured. In

Rhode Island 93.1 percent were insured in 1963.

1. The 1958 Interindustry Relations Stud%, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Office of BusIness Economics, National Economics Division,
(November 1964), SIC 70 (pages 18 and 19).
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Expanded output, therefore was calculated as follows:

U.S. 1958 U.S. 1963 R.I. 1963
Insured commercial
and stock savings I
banks:

Total operating I
revenue $8,500,949,000 $13,509,713,000 $54,875,t1o00
Less: Interest on
deposits and borrowed
money 1 404, 736 000 3,570,825 000 15,419,000$7,096,213,000C $9,,938, 88 000 $39,456,000

Ratio to allcommercial bankand trust deposits 99.0% 99.4% 93.1%

Expanded total output $7,167,891,919 $9,998,881,287 $42,380,236 3
The expanded total output for the State of Rhode Island was estimated

by applying to state figures the state ratio of insure• com._merci ! bank

deposits to all commercial banks (there were no uninsured trust companies

in Rhode Island).

For the purpose of this report, the assumption has been made that

the output of Piovidence SMSA banks was made up of income of approxi-
mately one-half perscnal accounts and one-half business accounts. I
According to the 1960 Censuis of Population, the proportion of population

in the Providence SMSA was .9553 of the population in the State of Rhode I
Island. On the other hand, as indicated by statistics found in the

1963 Census of Manufacturers the proportion of the value added by

manufacturer, adjusted, in the Providence SMSA was 1.1217 of the value

added in the State of Rhode Island. Inasmuch as business accounts are 3
concentrated in the City of Providence, the expanded output for the
State of Rhode Island has been accepted as an estimate for the

P utvidence SMSA. d

In the case of mutual savings banks and Federal Reserve Banks, etc.,
"timputed interest is derived by deducting profits, in addition to

dividends and monetary interest paid, from dividends and monetary

interest received."2 Output of mutual savings banks, therefore, was

calculated as current operating income less the following amounts:

2. Thid.
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federal and state franchise and income taxes, dividends and interest

on deposits, and net additions to totAl surplus accounts from operations.

These amounts were also expanded to take into account the number of

uninsured mutual banks. In 1958, 80.1 percent of the deposits of all

mutual savings banks were insured; in 1963, the percentage was 86.8 per-

cent. All of the mutual savings banks in Rhode Island were insured.

I iOutput was calculated and expanded as follows:

I Mutual Savings Banks U.S. 1958 U.S. 1963 R.I. 1963

Insured companies
current operating revenue $1,149,643,000 $1,946,776,000

Less: Taxes, dividends,
profits 948,193,000 1,683,706,000

m$ 201,450,000 $ 263,070,000

Ratio to all n itual
bank deposits 80.1% 86.F% 100%

Expanded total output $ 251,498,127 $ 303,076,037 $4,546,141

* As with the commercial and stock savings banks, the state output has

been assumed a good estimate for the Providence SMSA.

Although current operating revenue, etc., was not specified by the

F.D.I.C. for mutual savings banks by individual states, the total deposits

in mutual banks for the United States and Rhode Island were given,

3 $44,516,295,000 and $667,792,000 respectively. Output for the State

of Rhode Island was estimated by applying the ratio of deposits, .0150

to the national output, $303,076,037. The resultant estimate of output

for the Providence SMSA, therefore, was $4,546,141.

To complete this industry on a national basis, the outputs of Federal

Reserve Banks, Board of Governors Federal Reserve Baak, Federal Home

Loan Banks and Federal Land Banks were added to the above figures. No

m district offices or branches of the above were located in the Providence

SMSA and hence no output was allocated from these banks to the SMSA.

3 The output of Federal Reserve Banks and the Board of Governors of

the Federal Reserve System were established on the basis of data provided

Smin the Fiftieth Annual Rekort of the Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve System, 1963, and the Forty-Fifth Annual Report, 1958.

* ,87
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The national output for the years 1958 and 1963 was calculated as

follows:
Federal Reserve Banks

U.S. 1958 U.S. 1963

Total current earnings $742,068,150 $1,151,120,060 U
Less:

Dividends paid 21,197,452 28,912,019
Paid Treasury H
(Interest on F.R. notes) 524,058,650 879,685,219Transferred to surplus (NET) 591210,912 55,864,300

Output $137,601,136 $186,658,522

Federal Reserve Bank--Board of Governors H
2958

Total assessments levied on Federal Reserve Banks $10,686,700
Plus: Excess of expenditures over assessments for year 1,147

1958 Output 810,687,847 l
1963

Total assessment levied on Federal Reserve Banks $15,913,070
Less: Excess of assessments over expenditures for year 137,329

1963 Output $15,775,741 .

The output of Federal Home Loan Banks was measured by data supplied

in the Annual Report, 1958 and 1963 of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board. E
Federal Home Loan Banks II

Total operating income $62,894,712 $179,695,308
Less:

Interest on consolidated operations 20,270,267 95,177,570
Interest on members' deposits 16,099,277 27,000,779 H
Net income (operating and nonoperating) 22,94S,282 47,922,865

Output $ 3,575,886 $ 9,594,094

The data pertaining to Federal Land Banks was obtained from the

Federal Home Loan Bank Board Annual Report, 1958 ano 1963. Fiscal

reporting dates of June 30th were taken into cons deration by averaging 3
the 1958 and 1959 figures and the 1963 and 1964 figures. These average

amounts are prcsented below.
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Federal Land Banks

1958 1963
Total earnings $93,200,342 $168,292,552

Less:I Interest and other costs of bonds 57,999,102 112,793,692
Other interest expense 2,359,205 3,601,639
Transfers to legal reserve 3,831,130 11,652,847
Transfers to surplus reserve 127,500 195,000
Dividends declared 5,576,529 13,611,443
Net addition to surplus 692,188 3,625,460

Output $22,614,688 $ 22,812,271

3 Industry 60 Banking Providence

Output U.S. 1958 U.S. 1963 SMSA 1963

Il I. Commercial and stock
savings banks and
trust companies $7,167,891,919 $9,998,8812287 $42,380,236

II. Mutual Savings Banks 251,498,127 303,076,037 4,546,141

I III. Federal Reserve Banks 137,601,136 186,658,522

IV. Federal Reserve Banks-
Board of Governors 10,687,847 15,775,741 ---

IV. Federal Home Loan Banks 3,575,886 9,594,094 ---

VI. Federal Land Banks 22,614,688 22,812,271 --- _|_

TOTAL $7,593,869,603 $10,536,797,952 $46,926,377

B 2. SIC 61 Credit Agencies Other Than Banks

Since only the non-financial expenses of savings and loan associations

are being considered in the measurement of output, output of savings and

loan associations is defined as gross operating income less the following

amounts: interest, dividends, and income tax paid as well az net

Iadditions to surplus or reserves.

As of December 31, 1963, the 4,960 savings and loan associations whichlwere members of the Federal Home Loan Bank System held $105,457,666,000 of

assets, or slightly over 98 percent of the assets of the entire savings

Bi
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and loan industry. It has been assumed, therefore, that the output

calculated for member associations represents approximately 98 percent

of the national output of all these enterprises.

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board in Combined Financial Statements,
1958 and 1963 has reported income and expenses of member associations

both on a national level and for the Providence SMSA. U
Output of savings and loan associations was calculated as follows:

Providence
U.S. 1958 U.S. 1963 SMSA-1963

Gross operating 3
income $2,570,598,000 $5,603,673,000 $17,347,000

Less:
Interest charges 35,125,000 130,617,000 326,000Federal income tax 5,625,000 93,054,000 228,000 I
Dividends 1,467,415,000 3,505,243,000 11,390,000

Net income to: I
Surplus 20,799,000 188,998,000 181,000
Reserve 455,456 000 493,163,000 1,001,000

Output 586,178,000 $1,192,598,000 $ 4,221,000 I
According to the OBE4 the "output of Agricultural Credit Institutions

is measured by their loan service fees, compensation under CCC programs,Ag

and income from the Federal Land Banks."

The Cooperative Farm Credit System, supervised by the Fa.'m Credit 3
Administration, is subdivided into three types of credit institutions. 5

Long-term farm mortgages are processed through Federal Land Banks by I
land bank associations. Operating capital is obtained from production

credit associations which in turn obtain funds from Federal intermediate

credit banks. Farmers' marketing, purchasing, and business service

cooperatives obtain credit funds from banks for cooperatives.

3. Combine( Financial Statements, 1963, Members of the Home Loan
Bank System, Federal Home Loan Bank Board( page 4).

4. The 1958 Interindustry Relations Study, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Office of Business Economics, National Economics Division,
November 1964, SIC 70 (page 18 and 19).

5. 31st Annua: Report of the Farm Credit Administration i963-64,
Farm Credit Administration, (page 5).
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The 31st Annual Report of the Farm Credit Administration is the

source of the following national statistics. No Federal Land Bank

Association member nor Production Credit Association member nor

farmers' cooperative was listed by the FCA as being located in the

State of Rhode Island. No output was allocated, therefore, to the

Providence SMSA.

All amounts shown below are averages of the figures supplied for

the years ending June 30, 1958 and 1959 and June 30, 1963 and 1964 in

order to take in account the mid-year fiscal dates.
No figures are included for banks for cooperatives because all net

earnings are distributed to surplus and are allocated to patrons of F
the banks, paid in taxes or as dividends to farmer cooperatives.

Federal Land Bank Associations

U.S. 1958 U.S. ]-963

I Applications and FLB

Closed loan fees $ 724,435 $ 1,341,478

FLB compensation 10,938,362 13,139,902

Output $11,662,797 $14,481,380

I Production Credit Associations

U.S. 1958 U.S. 1963
Loan service fees $5,987,313 $7,766,101

Compensation for services
under CCC program 30,974 3,162

Output $6,018,287 $7,769,263

Federal Intermediate Credit Banks are not included in this sector

Ssince they do not lend money directly to farmers and do not engage in

a general banking business. They are merely a source of funds

at wholesale.

The OBE definition of output for personal and business credit

agencies is "receipts other than business and interest receipt Lince

their business receipts are treated as monetary interest received."6

[1 6. The 1958 Interindustry Relations Study, Op. Cit., pp. 18-19.
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The 1958 and 1963 Report of Operations Federal Credit Unions

reported the data upon which the following estimate of output of I
federal and state credit unions is based.

The measurement of output has been established in this report as

gross income plus interest refund minus interest and dividends paid.

Federal Credit Unions

U.S. 1958 U.S. 1963 R.I. 1963 i
Gross Income $148,027,150 $307,783,216 $198,397

Plus: Interest Refund 4,369,472 12,625,292 3,737

$152,396,622 $320,408,508 $202,134

Less: Interest on
Borrowed Money 1,486,657 3,245,410 721

Dividends Paid 63,083,206 137,158,592 104,423

Output $ 87,826,759 $180,0042506 $ 96,990

In order to estimate output of state-chartered credit unions on a
national basis, loans outstanding to members at the end of the year of

both state and federal credit unions were compared. According to

Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1965, page 470, the 9,740

state-chartered credit unions and the 9,030 federal credit unions re-

ported loans outstanding on December 31, 1958, in the amount of

$1,698 million and $1,380 million, respectively. A ratio of these

loans was calculated, 1.2304, and applied to the output shown for i
federal credit unions in 1958, $87,826,759, to estimate the national

output of state-chartered credit unions in 1958, $108,062,044.

The 10,362 state credit unions *L, 1963 reported loans outstanding

to members in the amount of $3,259 million; the 10,955 members of

federal credit unions reported loans to be $2,911 million. The ratio

of these amounts, 1.1195, was then applied to the 1963 output of

federal credit unions, $180,004,506, in order to estimate the 1963

national output of state credit unions, $201,515,044.

I
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According to the Fifty-Seventh Annual Report of the Banking

Division, 1964, Department of Business Regulation, State of Rhode

Island and Providence Plantations, total loans amounted to

$74,027,618 in Rhode Island state-chartered credit unions as of

December 31, 1963.

As reported in the 1963 Report of Operations, Federal Credit

Unions in Rhode Island amounted to $1,507,039 as of December 31, 1963.

The ratio of loans in state-chartered credit unions in Rhode

Island to the loans of federally-chartered credit unions in Rhode

Island was calculated to be 49.1212. The product of this ratio and

Soutput estimated for federal credit unions in Rhode Island,

$96,990, represented the output of state-chartered credit unions in

3 Rhode Island, $4,764,265.

For the most part, credit unions in the State of Rhode Island are

located in the metropolitan area and are largely credit unions of

employee groups. For these reasons, the state figures mentioned above

have been expanded by the coefficient of value added by manufacture,

3 adjusted, of the SMSA to the state, 1.1217. The estimate of output

of federal credit unions in the Providence SMSA, therefore, is

$116,388; the output of state-chartered credit unions was estimated

to be $5,344,076.

The Rhode Island Department of Business Regulation, Banking

Division, in its Fifty-Sixth and Fifty-Seventh Annual Report, reported

loans including hypothecated investment certificates of seven loan and

investment companies in Rhode Island, all located within the Providence

SMSA, as $7,955,768 in 1964 and $8,001,017 in 1963. Because the report-

3I ing dates of these companies were June 30th, the fiscal year totals

were averaged to establish a loan value for the calendar year 1963,

3I $7,978,392. Since no evidence was found of any loan and investment

company in the Massachusetts portion ot the Providence SMSA, the

amount of loans outstanding for the calendar year 1963 was considered

the figure pertaining co the SMSA.

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board in its Combined Financial State-

ments, 1963, reported first mortgage and other lodns of savings and

loan associations within the Providence SMSA in 1963, as $325,628,000.
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The ratio of loans of loan and investment companies to loans of 3
savings and loan associations was calculated to be .0245. In the

absence of more detailed information, output of loan and investment 5
companies in this report has been estimated as the product of this
ratio and the output of savings and loan association output.

Thus, the estimated output of loan and investment companies in I
1958 was calculated as the product of .0245 and $586,176,000 or

$14,361,312, the 1963 national output as the product of .0245 and

$1,192,598,000, or $29,218,651. Output for the Providence SMSA was

estimated as .0245 multiplied by $4,221,000 or $103,414.

The above estimates, of course, assume that the relationship of

"loans outstanding of loan and investment companies and savings and

loan associations is a valid indication of the relationship of output

and that the relationship existing in the Providence SMSA is typical

of the country as a Whole.I
The output shown for this industry is incomplete because sources of

further information are not available at this time. Tne accompanying 5
chart, therefore, does not include figures for licensed small loan

lenders and installment sales finance institutions under the heading 3
"Personal Credit Institutions." Output of business credit institutions

and loan brokers and correspondents has also been omitted from

this report.
When total national figures are compared to OBE totals for 1958,

however, the deletion of these figures will be affected by the expansion

of statistics for the entire sector (see section VIII of this report).
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INDUSTRY 61 - CREDIT AGENCIES OTHER THAN BANKS
I I. Savings and Loan $586,178,000 $1,192,598,000 $4,221,000

Associations

II. Cooperative Farm
Credit System

A. Federal Land
Bank Associations 11,662,797 14,481,380

B. Production Credit
Association 6,018,287 7,769,263

III. Personal Credit
Institutions

A. Federal Credit 87,826,759 180,004,506 116,388
Unions

B. State Credit 108,062,044 201,515,044 5,344,076
Unions

C. Industrial Loan 14,361,312 29,218,651 103,414
Companies

D. Licensed Small --- ___3 Loan Lenders
E. Installment Sales ---

Finance Institutions

I IV. Business Credit
Institutions

A. Bond and Mortgage ---
Companies

B. Short-term Business --- --- ---
Credit Institutions

V. Loan Correspondents --- --- ---
and Brokers

Partial Output $814,109,199 $1,625,58G:844 $9,784,878

3 3. SIC 62 Security and Commodity Brokers, Dealers,
Exchanges and Services
The output of this industry is defined by the OBE as total income

"augmented to include net capital gain from sales of securities for
their own account."'l In this report, the output of SIC 62 is measured
by business receipts, capitl and noncapital gains, rents and royalties.

1. The 1958 Interindustry Relation"• Study, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Office of Business Economics, National Economic. Division,
November 1964, SIC 60 (page 18 and 19).
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Data following was published by the Internal Revenue Service in
Business Tax Returns.

Business Capital and Rents and
1963 Receipts Noncapital Gains Royalties
Sale Proprietorships $ 377,758,000
Active Partnerships 1,204,727,000 $ 12,144,000 $11,596,0000

Active Corporations 396,086,000 573,872,000 492799000

TOTAL $1,978,571,000 $586,016,000 $15,875,000 3
1963 Output $2,580,462,000

Tax data for the year 1958 was not so detailed as the 1963 figures I
so that certain receipts had to be estimated. Specific amounts for
the secondary receipts were not provided and only partial data concern-

ing total receipts were given. Secondary receipts, therefore, were

estimated by factoring 1963 business receipts to 1963 secondary receipts. I
Capital and noncapital gains were estimated as the product of the

ratio of 1963 business receipts to 1963 capital and noncapital gains,

.2962, and the specified 1958 business receipts, $1,931,634,000.
Capital and noncapital gains for 1958, therefore, was estimated as
$572,149,991.

In like manner, rents and royalties were estimated for 1958 by
applying the coefficient, .0080, (calculated as 1963 business receipts, 3
$1,978,571,000 to 1963 rents and royalties, $15,875,000) to 1958
business receipts, $1,931,634,000. This product, $15,453,072, repre-

sents the estimated rent and royalty receipts for 1959.

The following amounts were total2led to measure 1958 output of this

industry: I
SBusiness receipts $1,931,634,000

Capital and noncapital gains 572,149,991

Rents and royalties 15,4539072

1958 OUTPUT $2,519,237,063 p
Information supplied in County Business Patterns, 1964 indicated

that the first quarter payroll figure for the Mstropolitan State

Economic Area (Providence, Bristol, and Kent counties) was $499,000 I
as cumpared to $223,555,000 nationally. Since it was impossible to
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a Iestimate the portion of output properly originating from the Massachu-

setts portion of the SMSA, the payroll figures for the Metropolitan

State Economic Area were accepted as the basis of output estimation.

This procedure seemed reasonable inasmuch as that portion of output

Which might be deemed applicable to the Massachusetts portion of the

SMSA seemed to be quite small.

3 The payroll coefficient developed by comparing figures for the

Metropolitan State Economic Area with the national data was .0022.

This figure, when applied to the national output, provided an estimate

of output in 1963 for the Providence SMSA, $5,677,016.

3 4. SIC 63 Insurance Carriers
The output of life insurance carriers is "measured by expenses," 1

3 according to the OBE. As with mutual savings banks, these expenses
involve an imputation of interest paid whlch is derived by deducting

I profits as well as dividends paid from total income. All insurance

underwritten for foreign consumers is to be excluded and expenies of

private pension funds are to be added to life insurance output.

For the purpose of this report, output of life insurance companies
has been divided into two parts, the output resulting from the issuance
of life insurance and annuities and the output resulting from the

extension of accident and health insurance benefits to policyholders.

Since the second portion, accident and health insurance, involves

another concept of output, it wll be discussed in the section dealing

with nonlife insurance.

The portion of output of life insurance carriers from the extension

of life insurance benefits is measured here as operating expenses in-

m3 curred in the issuance of these benefits.
All data quoted, unless otherwise specified, were obtained from

S•Chilton publications, The Spectator, Life Insurance Index, June 1964;

Health Insurance Index, July 1965; Annual Statistical Issue, November

1. The 1958 Interindustry R.elatiorns Study, U. S. Department of
Commerce, omrice or Business Economics, National Economics Division,3 (November 1964), SIC 70 (page 18 and 19).
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1964, November 1959.5

The total incurred operating expenses of 801 life insurance

companies doing business in 1963 was $5,958,550,140. These expenses

included insurance taxes, licenses, etc., as well as $1,249,924,093 I
of operating expenses incurred in connection with the extension of

accident and health insurance by 446 life insurance companies.
By deleting these accident and health insurance expenses, the

1963 output of legal reserve life insurance carriers involved in the
production of life insurance was estimated as $4,708,626,047.

It was not possible to reduce this amount further by excluding 3
coverage to foreign consumers (as called for in the OBE definitions),
so the estimated output is overstated to that degree.

A national composite of 1958 operating expenses of life insurance I
companies was not readily available at this time. In order Lo complete
the comparative national figures shown on the accompanying table, the
1958 output was roughly estimated by comparing the US totals of
premiums received with t~he 1963 totals. 3
United States 1958 1963

Ordinary life premiums $ 7,401,253,000 $ 9,941,211,000 1
Group life premiumrs 1,517,695,000 2,448,297,000

Industrial life premiums 1,390,21.1,000 1,327,281,000 3
TOTAL $10,309,159,000 $13,716,789,000

Since the 1958 premiums so calculated were .7516 of the comparable 1
1963 amounts, output was considered to be proportionate to the same
degree. The national 1958 output of life insurance carriers, there.-
fore, was estimated as the product of .7516 and $4,708,626,047 or
$3,539,003,337.

In order to allocate a portion of national output in 1963 to the
Providence SMSA, the concept of output of life insurance carriers
must be further defined. Although the effective issuance of life I
policies most often takes place legally in the various home offices
of life companies, a major portion of the production of this coverage 3
may be considered as having occurred in the field, in the case of
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agency companies, or in home or branch offices, in the case of direct
,.,iriting companies.

The output of industry 64, insurance agents, etc., reflects in-

directly the distribution of premiums on a geographical basis inas-

much as commissions are related to premiums incurred. Output of home

and branch offices, however, can be distributed to particular local3 areas on the basis of payroll data.

According to first quarter 1964 payroll figures given in County
Business Patterns, 1964 Department of Commerce, the ratio of SIC 631

(life caTiers) payrolls nationally, $711,654,000, to Rhode Island,
$2,616,000, was .0037. By applying the payroll ratio to the national

output figure, estimated output for the State cf Rhode Island was
calculated as $17,421,916.

� As mentioned previously in this report, the ratio of population
of the Providence SMSA to the State of Rhode Island is .9553. The

ratio of value added by manufacturers, adjusted, for the same areas

was 1.1217.

Industrial and ordinary life and individual annuity output could
more realistically be allocated to the SMSA on the basis of population

while the group portion could more realistically be apportioned by

means of the value-added ratio. In this case, the two approaches

appear to balance sufficiently so that the state figure may be con-3 sidered an appropriate estimate of output for the SMSA.

According to the Life Insurance Fact Book, 1964, published by the

3 Institute of Life Insurance (page 107) legal. reserve life insurance

companies accounted for about 93% of all life insura.ice in force at
the end of 1963. Total life insurance in force amounted to $785 billion,

of which $730.6 billion was in force with legal reserve life insurance

companies.I of the remaining $55 billion of life insurance in force, veterans

life insurance in force totalled $39.6 billion. This figure represents3 National Service Life Insurance, both participating and nonparticipa-

tings, and U. S. Governmnt Life Insurance. Since federal goverrdnent

life insurance programs were not listed by the OBE in Sector 70, it

would appear that no amount should be transferred to Sector 70 for
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ii I
distribution to consumers. If this coverage has been included by the

OBE in its 1958 I-O table, then output shown here will be understated

to that degree.

To the national output estimates of life insurance carriers,

amounts should be added which represent the output of state savingsbank insurance plans (in New York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts),

fraternal life insurance plans, and benefits provided by various

assessment groups, including burial societies.

No specific information was available concerning total expenses of
fraternals and asiassment groups, but the Institute ol Life Insurance 3
in its 1959 and 1964 Fact Books did include the following data concern-

ing assets of these groups as well as assets of U. S. Life Insuorance 3
Companies.

As sets 1958 1963__

U. S. Life Insurance Companies $107,580,000,000 $141,121,000,000

Fraternals 2,919,000,000 3,550,000,000

Assessment groups 85,000,000 95,000,000 U
Output of fraternals and assessment groups has been estimated on

the assumption that the value of assets reflects the expenses of these I
groups in the same manner, or in the same proportion, as in life com-

panies. One might expect such groups to have a lower amount of assets 3
per dollar of insurance in force than life carriers, but, by the same

token, one might expect lower expenses due to the lack of ccmmissions 3
payable, etc. In the absence of more accurate information upon which

to base Pstimates of output, therefore, it has been assumed that assets

are a reliable measure of comparison in this industry.

In 1963, assets of fraternals represent .0252 of the assets of

legal reserve life companips; assets of assessment groups represent I
.0007. The product of these coefficients and legal reserve life in-

surance company output in 1963, $4,708,626,047, provides estimates of

outputs for these groups.

Outputs for 1958 were estimated in the same manner. Assets of

fraternals were calculated as .0271 of assets of life companies and

assessment associations' assets as .0008 of life companies' assets.100
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U Since the output of legal reserve life insurance companies associated

with the extension of life insurance protection in 1958 was

I $3,539$003,337, the 1958 output of assessment and fraternal groups

have been estimated as follows:

U Estimated Output 1958 1963

Praternals $95,906,990 $118,657,376

I Assessment Associations 2,831,203 3,296,038

A portion of the national output in 1963 for these groups has

I been allocated to the State of Rhode Island on the basis of the

geographic-l distribution of premiums of legal reserve life companies.

SAccording to The Spectator, 1964 Annual Statistical Issue, November

1964, the total life premiums for US companies was $13,716,789,000.

5 For Rhode Island the premium receipts were $74,158,000, or .0054 of the

national total.

Estimating the output of fraternals in 1963, the product of .0054

and national output, $118,657,376 was calculated as $640,750. For

Rhode Island assessment associations; output was estimated as the

product of .0054 and $3,296,038, or $17,999.

To convert the figures for the State of Rhode Island to estimates

for the I.ovidence SMSA, the State outputs have been further reduced by

multiplying these figures by the ratio of population of the SMSA to the

State, .9553. Output of foaternals for the Providence SMSA was estima-

ted to be $612,108; output of assessment groups for the Providence SMSA

was estimated to be $17,003.

In addition to coverage by legal reserve life insurance companies,

fraternal benefit societies and assessment associations, $1,635,266,000

of life insurance was in force in 1963 in savings bank life insurance.

In order to estimate output derived from this source, it has again

been assumed that assets are in appropriate measure of output. Assets

of sav:.ngs bank life insurance by state were reported in Life Insurance

Fact Book, 1964 (pagre 108) as follows:
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H
Savings Bank Life Insurance

1958 1963

Connecticut - Assets $ 7,096,000 $ 11,802,000

Massachusetts* - Assets 146,928,000 191,235,000 I
New York - Assets 70,413,000 114t849,000

Total Assets $224,437,000 $317,886,000 I
*As of 10-31.

As previously indicated, assets of legal reserve life insurance 5
companies in the United States were $107,580,000,000 in 1958 and

$141,121,000,000 in 1963. In 1958, therefore, the ratio of assets of 3
savings bank life insurance to assets of life carriers was .0021; in

1963, the ratio was calcuzat6i as .0023. 5
Output was then estim.ated by applying these ratios to the output

of legal reserve life insurance companies in the appropriate years.I

Insurance outp:, of savings banks for 1958 was estimated to be the
products of .0021 and $3,539,003,337, or $7,431,907. The product of

.0023 and $4,708,626,047, or $10,829,840, represented the estimate 3
of 1963 insurance output of savings banks.

A similar comparison of assets was made for savings bank life 3
insurance in Massachusetts in order to estimate that portion of outputr which might be allocated to the Providence SMSA. The ratio of assets

of Massachusetts? savings bank life insurance to the assets of United I
States life insurance companies in 1963 was calculated as .0014. Out-

put fr Massachusetts, therefore, was estimated by applying this ratio

to the output of life insurance carriers, $4,708,626,047. The result-

ing estimate for Massachusetts was calculated to be $6,592,076. 3
According to 1960 census figures, 1.6 percent of the popula:ion of

the State of Massachusetts was located within the Providence SMSA. I
Since no issuing bank in the system was located in the SMSA, only

the small tput of commission banks could properly be included as

output of the Providence SMSA. Because the commissions are small ind

more specific information was not available at this time, it has been

assumed that approximately one-third of the population ratio, .005, 3
would be an adequ&te proportion of 3tate output to be allocated to the
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Providence SMSA. The output of savings bank life insurance for the
Providence SMSA, therefore, was estimated as the product of .005 and

$6,592,076, or $32,960.

Data concerning uninsured private pension plans, including funds of

nonprofit organizations and multi-employer plans as well as corporate

pension plans, were reported by the United States Securities and Ex-

Schange Commission in Statistical Bulletin, June 1964.

Since the OBE has defined expenses as a measure of output for life

3 insurance carriers, a similar measure of output has been used in the

estimation of output of private pension plans. Total disbursements and

expenses chargeable to the funds, other than benefit payments, amounted

to $44,000,000 in 1963. This figure has been accepted as an estimate
of 1963 output.
o :3Statistics reported in the June 1959 SEC Statistical Bulletin in-

cluded only data concerning corporate pension funds, the largest por-

I tion of total uninsured private pension plans. Expenses, exclusive of

benefits paid, were reported to be $31,000,000.

In order to expand the expense figure for corporate pension plans

to include funds of nonprofit organizations, etc., a comparison was

made of the market value3s of the total assets of all uninsured private

funds in 1958 and the market value of the total assets of corporate

pension funds in 1958.

The 1964 Statistical Bulletin reported revised figures for the

year 1958. The market value of total assets of all private uninsured
pension plans was reported as $28,167,000,000. The market value of

total assets of corporate pension plans was quoted as $23,234,000,000.

Corporate pension fund assets represent 82.5 percent of total uninsured

pension plan assets.

By assuming that expenses of corporate funds are, therefore, 82.5

percent of expenses of all uninsured plans' expenses, 1958 output for

uninsured private pension plans has been estimated as $37,575,758.

I Inasmuch as corporate plans represent such a large proportion of
the total output, the output for the State of Rhode Island has been

estimated on the basis of 1964 payroll distribution of all industries.

1 ~1039H !
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County Business Patterns reported the total national first quarter I
payroll for all industries as $57,601,221,000 and the total quarterly

payroll in Rhode Island for all industries as $265,235,000. A ratio

comparing the payroll figures was developed, .0046, and applied to the I
1963 total national output, $44,000,000, to obtain an estimate of out-

put for the State of Rhode Island as $202,400.

This figure was further expanded by the ratio of value added by

manufacture of the SMSA to the state, 1.1217, because of the largely

corporate source of these plans. Output for the Providence SMSA was

estimated, therefore, to be $227,032. 3
"Nonlife insurance output is measur-d on a net basis, that is,

premiums earned less benefits paid." 1  Net premiums incurred for

accident and health insurance for foreign consumers 6h-uld also be

excluded from the output of this industry.

Data shown in The Spectator, Property, Liability Index, May 1964,

for all 1177 fire, casualty and multiple life insurance companies,

include amounts for accident and health insurance issued by property

liability companies and exclude the accident and health business
written by life companies. All data include coverage of foreign
consumers and are, therefore, somewhat overstated.

The output figures used here are net premiums written less losses
incurred. Net premiums written are direct premiums plus reinsurance

assumed less reinsurance ceded. Incurred losses include adjustment

expenses, such as loss investigation.

j ~1963 - Property! Liability Companies - All Benefits3

Net premiums Written $16,374,619,122

Less: Losses Incurred 10,761,613,7043

OUTPUT $ 5,613,005,418

To this output an additional amount must be added which represents

premiums and losses from the accident and health business of the 446

1. The 1958 Interindust Relations Study, U. S. Department of
Commerce, Office or Business Economics, National Economics Division,
(November 1964) SIC 70 (page 19 and 19).
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SI life insurance companies providing these benefits. Output was

estimated from data in The Spectator, Health Insurance Index, July 1965.

1963 - Life Companies - Accident and Health Benefits

Premiums Written, less dividends to

policyholders or earned income credit $5,328,077,996

Dividends 629300,948

Less: Losses 49012,760,932

3 OUTPUT $1,37796189012

In addition, output must be added for Blue Cross Hospital Plans

3mI (members of the American Hospital Association) and Blue Shield Plans.

Aggregates were listed for 1963 in the 1964 Health Insurance Index.

Blue Cross Plans Blue Shield Plans Total

Earned Subscrip-3 tion Income $2,506,405,053 $1,199,046,364 $3,705,451,417

Claims Expense 2,379,155,092 1,082,815,110 3,461,970,202

OUTPUT $ 127,249,961 $ 116,231,254 $ 243,481,215

As with life company figures, no aggregate totals of premium and3losses of property liability companies were readily available for the

year 1958. These figures were estimated, therefore, on the basis of

3 data available in The Spectator, Annual Statistical Issue, November

1958 and November 1064. Property Insurance Premium for each state was

totalled for the nation as a whole in 1958 as $17,521,063,000; in 1963,

$24,775,630,000. The product of the ratio of these totals, .7072, and

the 1963 property liability companies' output, $5,613,005,418, has been

used as an estimation of 1958 output. This output of property liability

companies in 1958, therefore, was estimated as $3,969,517,432.

State premiums for health lineý. were totaled for 1953 and 1963 for

the United States as follows:

10U%
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Earned Premiums 1958 1963

Accident only (individual) $ 165,744,000 $ 195,2)7,000
Accident and Health (individual) 461,741,000 561,990,000 3
Hospital, Medical, Expense

(individual) 2,603,903,000 4,2819023,000
Group Accident and Health 21357,433,000 4,068,7512000

TOTAL $5,588,821,OOC $9,106,981,000

The ratio of 1958 earned premiums to 1963 earned premiums for
accident and health coverage was calculated as .6137. The 1958

estimate of output of life companies in connection with the extension 1
of accident and health benefits to policyholders is assumed to be the

product of .6137 and $1,377,618,012, or $845,444,174. 3
Similarly, the 1958 output of Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans is

estimated to be the product of .6137 and $243,481,215 or $149,424,422. 3
The factory mutuals, seven mutual fire insurance companies of

which Blackstone Mutual Insurance Company and Firemen's Mutual Insurance

Company, both of Providence, Rhode Island, are examples, use a premium
deposit method of charging for insurance. Since the premium method

employed by these companies differs from that used by the 1177 property I
liability companies mentioned above, they have been treated separately.

The Proper=t, Liability Index, 1963 and 1964, are the sources of sta- 3
tistics upon which the following estimates of output are made.

The factory mutual insurance companies charge a deposit from which
they deduct losses and net additions to reserves after income from
investments has been credited. The balance is returned to policyholders

or used as renewal deposits. In 1963 some 80 percent to 90 percent of
unabsored :remiums were returned. Output for this group, therefore,
will be cinsidered as underwriting and adjusting expenses incurred. 1

Nat.Lorwil output for all seven companies amounted to $22,780,356
in 1963 arnd $19,585,535 in 1958. The two Providence companies had
expenses of $2,632,572 and $5,452,043, for a total of $8,084,615,
representing output for the Providence SMSA.

As life insurance companies' output was allocated to the State of
lhode Island, output of nonlife carriers was alio distributed by means 1
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of data provided in County Business Patterns, 1964. The first quarter

1964 payroll figures for SIC 63, excluding SIC 631 (Life carriers) for

Rhode Island and for the United States were $3,532,000 and $521,796,000,

respectively. The ratio of state payrolls to national payrolls was

calculated as .0068.

Output of property liability companies for Rhode Island was estima-
ted as the product of .0068 and $5,613,005t418, or $38,168,437.

Output of Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans in Rhode Island was

estimated as the product of .0068 and 243,481,2150 or $1,655,672.

Output of life companies in connection with accident and health

insurance was estimated for Rhode Island by applying the life insurance

carrier payroll coefficient, .0037, to the national output pertaining

to accident and health benefits extended by life companies,

$1,377,618,012. Rhode Island output, therefore, was estimated as

$5,097,187.

In The Spectator, Annual Statistical Issue, November 1964, the

population of Rhode Island was reported to be .4 of the national

population and property premiums to be .4 of national figures. It

has been assumed, therefore, that population figures are an adequate

measure of distribution of output to the Providence SMSA for the non-

life insurance portion of this industry.

Inasmuch as the ratio of 1960 population of the SMSA to the State

has been calculated as .9553, all estimated State outputs, with excep-

tion of factory mutuals, were reduced by this coefficient.

The following amounts represent estimates of output for the

Providence SMSA in 1963:

Life Companies - Accident and Health $ 4,869,343

Property Liability Companies 36,462,308

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans 1,581,663

Secondary receipts of Sector 70 which are specifically included

by the OBE are rents and royalties.2 Rents and royalty receipts of

corporate insurance carriers were reported in U.S. Business Tax

2. Op. cit., (Pages 18 and 19).
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Returns, 126, as $494,655,000.

Although not specified in 1958 tax data, rents and royalties for

1958 were estimated on the basis of the ratio of receipts in excess

of business receipts and rent and royalty receipts for insurance H
carriers in 1963. This ratio, 8,206,032,000 to 494,655,000, or .0603,

was then applied to the 1958 receipts in excess of business receipts, I
$5,324,475,000. The product, 321,065,842, represents an estimate of

rents and royalties for 1958. 3
These secondary receipts were allocated to the State of Rhode

Island by applying a payroll coefficient for all business in SIC 63. 3
The product of the national output, $494,655,000, and the coefficient,

.0050, represents the allocation of rents and royalties to the State

of Rhode Island. By further reducing this amount, $2,473,275, by the

population coefficient, .9553, rents and royalties were estimated for

the Providence SMSA as $2,362,72C.

INMUSTRY 63 - Insurance Carriers Providence

OUTPUT U.S. - 1958 U.S. - 1963 SMSA - 1963

I. Life Ins. Cos. -
Life Ins. and
Annuity Benefits $3,539,003,337 $ 4,708,626,047 $17,421,916

II. Fraternal Orga-
nizations 95,906,990 118,657,376 612,108

III. Assessment Assns. 2,831,203 3,296,038 17,003

IV. Savings Bank Life
Insurance 7,431,907 10,829,840 32,960 H

V. Private Pension
Plans 37,595,758 44,000,000 227,032

VI. Property Liability
Cos. - All Bene-
fits 3,969,517,432 5,613,005,418 36,462,308

VII. Life Ins. Cos. -
Accident & Health

Insurance 845,444,174 1,377,618,012 4,969,343

VIII. Blue Cross & Blue
Shield Plans 149,424,422 243,481,215 1,581,663

IX. Factory Mutual Ins.

Companies 19,585,535 22,780,356 8,084,615

X. Rents & Royalties 321,065,842 494,655,000 2t362,720

TOTAL $8,987,786,600 $12,636,949,302 $71,671,668
108



I 5. SIC 64 Insurance Agents, Bokers, and Service
Output of this industry has been defined by the OBE' as "total

income." Unless specifically included, capital and noncapital gains
have not been included in national output figures. The measure of3 output of this industry, therefore, in this report will be business
receipts plus the secondary receipts of rents and royalties.

SThe following national data used in establishing the income of
SIC 64 was taken from U.S. Business Tax Returns, Statistics of Income,
1958 and 1963, U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service.

Since the 1958 statistics did not include a breakdown of receipts
other than business receipts, an estimate of rents and royalty receipts
was calculated based upon the ratio of business receipts to rents and
royalties in 1963. This ratio, .0022, was then applied to the 1958

business receipt figure, $3,353,728,000, to estimate the 1958 secon-

dary receipts, $7,378,202.

U.S. 1958

Estimated
Business Rents and
Receipts Royalties Total

Sole
Proprietorships $1,620,363,000
Active
Partnerships 655,549,000

Active
Corporations 1,007,816,000

OUTPUT 3,353,/28,000 $7,378,202 $3,361,106,202

U.S. 1963

Business Rents and
Receipts Royalties Total

Sole
Proprietorships $1,878,305,000 $1,878,305,000
Active IPartnerships 637,851,000 $ 1,575,000 639,426,000

Active
Corporations 2,196,823,000 8,820,000 2,205,643,000

OUTPT $4,712,979,000 $10,395,000 $4p723,374,000

a. Estimate of royalties not included because of high samplingvariability.
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According to statistics in County Business Patterns, 1964,

Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, the first quarter payroll,

totals of insurance agents, for the nation as a whole was $288,989,000

and for Mhode Island, $1,687,000. Presumably there is a direct connec- I
tion between business receipts and payroll in this service industry.

It has been assumed, therefore, that an estimate of output for the I
State of Rhode Island can be calculated by applying the payroll co-
efficient, .0058, to the national 1963 output, $4,723,374,000. The 3
resulting estimate of state output, therefore, would be $27,395,569.

The Census of Population indicated that the number of people em-
ployed in this industry in Rhode Island in 1960 was 5026. In the
Providence SMSA 5031 persons were so employed. Since the number em-

ployed is virtually identical in the two areas, the estimate of state I
output has been accepted as the output of th• SMSA.

6. SIC 66 Combinations of Real Estate, Insurance, Loan I
and Law Offices

As with SIC 62, security and commodity brokers, etc., output of 3
this industry has been construed as business receipts plus the follow-

ing secondary receipts: napital and noncapital gains, rents and

royalties.

Because a portion of this industry deals in the sale of real

property, capital and noncapital gains have been included in the I
estimation of income, or output, for SIC 66 (see Sector 71 - Ra1l

Estate). 3
The national 1963 output cf this industry was estimated from data

published in U.S. Business Tax Returns under the heading "Real Estate." 3
Although the Internal Revenue Department included the output of SIC 66

with businesses in Sector 71, the following amounts should properly be

included in Sector 70.

The secondary receipts were not specified in income tax data and

have been estimated on the basis of figures given for total *Real I
Estate." The ratio of capital and noncapital gains, $1,537,287,000,

to receipts other than business receipts, $3,244,350,000, was calcula- 3
ted for all amounts shown as "Real Estate* by the Internal Revenue
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Estimated Capi- Estimated Rents
Business tal and Non- and3 U.S. 1963 Receipts capital Gains Royalties

Sole Proprietorships $428,339,000
Active Partnerships 97,163,000
Active Corporations 26695979000

$792,099,000 $36,537,087 $i4,065,776I Total Estimated
Outp'It $842,701,873

Service in 1963. This ratio, .4738, was then applied to receipts other
than business receipts, $77,115,000, of combination offices, SIC 66.

The estimated capital and noncapital gains for this industry, there-
fore, was $36,537,087 in 1963.

3 In this manner, the ratio of rents and royalties, $591,689,000, to
receipts other than business receipts, $3,244,350,000, for all amounts
shown as "Real Estate" was calculated as .1824. The product of .1824
and $77,115,000; $14,065,776, represented the estimate of rents and3 royalties for SIC 66.

Total national output for 1963 was estimated as $842,701,873.
The data supplied by the Internal Revenue Service for 1958 did

not include any breakdown of revenue under the heading "Real Estate"
so no realistic estimate of SIC 66 output could be cuiculated. For3 comparison purposes, however, we have assumed that the ratio of SIC
6F output to business receipts (reporting of total receipts was also3 incomplete in 1958) of all rpl estate firms shown in tax data was
stable over the years.

In 1963 business recuipts under the heading "Real Estate" was
$14,930,328,000. Output of SIC 66 was estimated as $842,701,873. The

ratio of these figures, .0564, when applied to business receipts under
the tax heading wReal Estate* for Ic8, $8,507,i29,000, provided an
estimate of SIC 66 output for 1958, $479,824,636.

In order to allocate the portion of national output in 1963 that
pertains to the Providence SMSA, a comparison was made of payroll
figures of SIC 66 for the nation as a whole and for the State of Rhode

Island. First quarter payroll figuys for this industry reported in

I



County Business Patterns, 1964, were 37,721,000 on a national basis I
and 263,000 for the State of Rhode Island. A payroll coefficient was

developed of .0070. The output for Rhode Island was estimated as the

produnt of .0070 and the nacional output, $842,701,873, or $5,898,913.

As previously noted, the ratio of population in the Providence I
SMSA to population in the State of Rhode Island was .9553. As with
real estate firms, 1960 population has been considered an adequate

j measure of geographical distribution for this industry. The Rhode 3
Tsland output, therefore, was reduced to reflect the population ratio.

The reailting estimate of output of SIC 66 in the Providence SMSA was 3
t $5,635,232.

7. Holding and Other '_nvestment rl' iiVyies-

As with SIC 64, the OBE definic6on of output for this industry

is "total innome." 1  The meastrement of output in this report, there- 3
fore: is business receipts plus rents and royalties.

The following statistics were given by the Internal Revenue Service

in U.S. Business Tax Returns, 1963. Data concerning jole prioprietor-

ships and active part -erships with and without net profit were found

under the heading "all banks and trusc companies, insurance, holding I
and investment companies." Because all business receipts of insurance

companies and banks are here considered corporate receipts, all business
Sreceipts ahown under this heading are considered portions cf output of

SIC Rents and _ovalty receipts were specified for active corpora- 3
tions only.

Business Rents and
1963 I.aceipts Royalties Tot-l

Sole proprietorships $ 10,455,000 .. $ 10,455,000

Active partnerships 138,830,000 ---- 13,9830,000 3
Active corporations 281,561,000 $173,922,000 455,483,000

OUTPUT $430,846,000 .173,922,000 $604,768,000 3
In 1958 tax data only total and business receipts were listed for

corpor.'ations, $1,805,822,000 and $79,192,'00. respectively. Since

2!. op. cit. (Pages 18 and 19). 3
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U amounts were not specified for proprietorships and partnerships, the
estimated 1958 output is somewhat understated.I Corporate rents and royalties for 1958 were estimated on the basis
of the ratio of 1963 corporate rents and royalties, $173,922,000, to

1963 corporate receipts other than business receipts, $2,752,197,000.
This ratio, .0632, when applied to 1958 corporate receipts other than3 business receipts, $1,725,840,000, resulted in an estimate of 1958

rent ard royalty receipts, $109,073,088. Estimated output for 1958,
therefore, totalled $189,055,088.

National output in 1963 was apportioned to the State of Rhode
Island on the basis of 1964 payroll data in County Business Patterns.
SIC 67 first quarter payroll amounts were $53,443,000 on a national
level and $131,000 on a state level. The payroll coefficient, .0024,

I Bwhen applied to national output resulted in an estimated output for
the State of Rhode Island, $1,511,920.

5 Payroll data in County Business Patterns also revealed that all
employers of SIC 67 were located in Providence County. It seems

3 realistic, therefore, to assume that the origin of all Rhode Island
output of this industry was located in the City of Providence and that
output for the state would equal that of the Providence SMSA.

8. Comparison of National Data

According to the Office of Business Economics in its 1958 Input-
Output table as published in the Survey of Current P' .iness, September
1965, the total output for Sector 70 without transters was

$26,401,000,000. The total output estimated in this report for 1958
was $23,944,988,391, or 90.70 percent of the OBE figures.

This approximate ten percent difference may have been the result
of several factors. Many assumptions were made throughout this report

which may not have agreed exactly with those made by the OBE. The tax
data for 1958 was noL so detailed as the 1963 data so that estimates
rf secondary receipts for 1958 were based upon 1960 ratios of secondary

receipts to business receipts.
The interpretation of the definition of output of SIC C2, 64, 66,

and 67 is of primary importance and may explain the d4screpancy of
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this Sector's output. The measurement of "total income" may not be the 5
same in this report as that used by the OBE. If by "total income,"

it is meant total receipts then the output shown here is understated. I
Except for SIC 62 and 66 which sp~cifically included capital and non-

capital gains by definition, investment income has been omitted from
this report.

As stated previously, the output of licensed small loan lenders

and installment sales finance institutions as well as business credit

institutions was omitted from the output of SIC 61. The output of this

industry, therefore, is understated to this extent. 3
The following statistics indicate output for the various industries

within Sector 70 as estimated in this report. It has been assumed that,
since thu 1958 national total is 90.70 percent of the GBE total, the U
1963 figures shown here are also 90.70 percent of the output for 1963.
Expansion figures have been included to complete the estimate of output

for Sector 70.

Providence 3
Sector 70 U.S. - 1958 U.S. - 1963 SMST. - 1963

I. SIC 60 - Banking $ 7,593,869,603 $10,536,797,952 $ 46,926,377 5
II. SIC 61 - Credit

Agencies 814,109,199 1,625,586,844 9,784,878

III. SIC 62 - Security
and Commodity
Brokers 2,519,237,063 2,580,462,000 5,677,016

IV. SIC 63 - Insu-rance Carriers 8,987,786,600 12,636,949,302 71,671,668

V. SIC 64 - Insu-Irance Agents 3,361,106,202 4,723,374,000 27,395,569 I
VI. SIC 66 - Combina-

tion Offices 479,824,636 842,701,873 5,635,232

VII. SIC 67 - HoldingCompanies 189,055,088 6G4 768,000 1,511,920

TOTAL $23,944,988,391& $33,550,639,971 $168,602,660 1
Expansion Figure 2,456,011,609 3,40,'•142,797 17,287,814

OUTPUT $26,401,000,000 $36,990,782,768 $185,890,474 '
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I G. REAL ESTATE AND RENTAL

I 1-0 71 Real Estate and Rental
Ssic 65I 651 Real estate operators (except developers and lessors)

6512 Operators of nonresidential buildings

6513 Operators of apartment buildings

6514 Operators of dwellings other th'.an apartment buildings

6515 Lessors of agricultural, forest and similar properties

6516 Lessors of mining, oil and similar properties

6517 Lessors of railroad property

6518 Lessors of public utility property

1 6519 Lessors of real property, n.e.c.

653 Agents, Brokers, and Managers

655 Subdividers and Developers

For the most part this sector deals with the actual rental payments

of business and government, rental payments on tenant occupied dwelling

and the imputed rental value of owner occupied dwellings. Royalties

paid to individuals and businesses are also included as are sales

commissions paid to real estate firms and construction firms.

1. Rents and Royalties Received by Individuals and Government

Figures published by the U. S. Department of Comrerce, Office of

Business Economics, "Personal Consumption Expenditures by Type of

Produc%" Survey of Current Business, November 1965, revealed the

imputed rental value of owner occupied non-farm dwellings in 1963

as $37,109,000,000.

From data available in the 1960 Census of Housing, U. S. Bureau of

�ithe Census, the total value of these dwellings was estimated on a
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national basis as the product of the national median value per
owner-occupied dwelling, $11,900, and the reported number of such
units, 26,171,774. The total value of these dwellings, therefore,
was estimated to be $311,444,110,600. I

By calculating the ratio of imputed rental value to the total
value of these dwellings, an average rent per dollar of dwelling
value was estimated as $.119.

In like manner, dwelling values for owner-occupied dwellings in
the Providence SMSA was defined as the product of the SMSA median
value per dwelling, $12,200, and the number of units, 107,375, or
$1,309,975,000. The imputed value of owner-occupied dwellings in Ithe Providence SMSA was estimated as $155,887,025, by applying the
average rent per dollar of dwelling value to SMSA total dwelling I
values.

It must be noted that the estimate of imputed rental value of I
owner-occupied dwellings in the Providence SMSA may be inflated
somewhat by the use of medians rather than arithmetic averages in
census statistics. As with all census statistics, sampling variabi-
lity is inherent in the figures used. In addition, by applying an
average national rent per dollar of dwelling value, calculated onthe basis of a lower median national value per unit, to an amount
based upon a higher median local value per unit, inflation of the I
product must be recognized.

This inflation of imputed rental value of owner-occupied dwellings
is partially, if not completely, offset by the inclusion of the
rental value of farm dwellings separately at the national level. 1

Inasmuch as the 1960 Census of Housing did not differentiate between

1. The 1958 Interindustry Relations Study, U. S. Department ofCommerce? Offiee of Business Economics, National Economics Division,November 1964 (page 20). -- The farm operator dwelling rent istreated by the OBE as part of gross farm income and not part of the Iprimary output of this industry. As a secondary receipt of thisindustry, however, farm operatnr dwelling rent is included inIndustry 71.
Rents and royalties of other businesses, secondary receiptsof other industries, are discussed later in this report.
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rural and urban dwellings and the number of all units was used in

calculating the imputed rental value in the Providence SMSA, the

estimate so calculated must be considered to include owner-occupied

farm dwellings as well as non-farm dwellings in the Providence SMSA.

The national statistics for the rental value of tenant occupied

non-farm dwellings and the rental value of farm dwellings, owner and

non-owner occupied, were listed in the Survey of Current Business,

November 1965, as $14,568,000,000 and $2,120,000,000 respectively.

Amounts of rent receipts of individuals both on a national basis

and on a local basis for the Providence SMSA were estimatcl from

figures published by the Internal Revenue Service in Statistics of

Income 1963. Individual Tax Returns.

"Rent net income and loss," net rent receipts, were reported as

$2,717,295,000 fci a total of all individual states' net receipts

and $7,088,000 for the Providence SMSA.

The ratio of national rental value of tenant-occupied non-farm

dwellings to the total of all individual states' 2 net7 rent receipts

was calculated as 5.361. This ratic was then applied to the net

rent receipts data for the Providence SMSA to estimate total rental

value of tenant-occupied dwellings in this area, $37,998,768.

Rents of various non-profit institutions should also be included

in Industry 71. National statistics in the Survey of Current

Business, November 1965, provided no separate breakdown of "other

rental values." This amount, $1,712,000,000, wa!; the total of

rental values of all transient hotels, motels, clubs, schools and

institutions, most of which properly belongs in Industry 72. No 4
estimate for institutional rental values was made in this report.

2. Statistics of Income 1963. Individual Tax Returns, Internal
Revenue Service, U. S. Treasury Department (pages 11 and 15). -- The
"total of states" figure was used for comparison because the weightinq
factors for state and metropolitan area data are different from those
for national data.
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Royalty receipts of individuals, $643,938,000, were obtained on

a national basisfitm Statistics of Income 1963, Individual Tax

Returns. No breakdown was given for royalty receipts, however, for

SMSA areas. The statistics shown for individual states did not I
indicate an amount for the State of Rhode Island due to high sampling

variability. In the absence of any information upon which to base II
an estimate, this amount was also omitted from the accompanying table

for the Providence SMSA.

Completing the output of this sector received by individuals and

government, data was compiled from statistics of the Internal Revenue

Service, Statistics of Income 1963, Business Tax Returns.

Business rental payments were totaled as follows:

All industries Rental Payments

Sole proprietorships $ 3,866,323,000

Active partnerships 1,409,453,000

Active corporations 12,036,821,000

TOTAL $l7,312,597,000

Business receipts for rents and royalties were then totaled and

subtracted from the total rents paid by all businesses. [
All Industries Rent Receipts Royalty Receipts

Active partnerships $ 262,681,000 $ 52,906,000

Active corporations 4,276,659,000 1,151,066,000

TOTAL $4,F39,340,000 $1,203,972,000

Net business property rental payments, therefore, equaled

$11,569,285,000 on a national basis. 0
In the absence of specific information concerning business

rental payments and business rental and royalty receipts in the 1
Providence SMSA, a method of estimating these amounts was used

which took into account first quarter payroll figures as reported

in County Business Patterns 1964, U. S. Department of Commerce.-

3. The use of payrol! figures in estimating receipts and p3yments
at the local level assumes that there is a significant relationship
between the output of this industry and the price of labor, at least
so far as geographical distribution is concerned.
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A ratio of national payrolls to State of Rhode Island payrolls was

4 calculated and applied to both national payments and receipt statis-

tics in order to estimate figures for the State of Rhode Island.

State figures had then to be converted to amounts pertaining to

the SMSA. A ratio of population of the Providence SMSA to the popu-

lation of the State of Rhode Island was established as .9553. This

coefficient was applied to estimated state payments and revenues to

further estimate the business payments and receipts in the

3 Providence SMSA.

All industries' business rental payments as estimated for the

I Providence SMSA would be represented by the following product: I
$17,312,597,000 x .0046 x .9553 = $76,078,130.

Similarly all industries' business rental receipts and royalty

receiptS as estimated for the Providence SMSA would be the following

product: $5,743,312,000 x .0046 x .9553 = $25,238,295.

The difference of these products, $50,839,835, is the amount

estimated to be the net business rental payments to individuals and

government in the Providence SMSA.

2. Rents and Royalties Received by Businesses A

National rent and royalty receipts of SIC 15, 16, and 17

establishments (construction firms) were reported in U. S. Business

Tax Returns as follows:

Rent Royalty
Construction Firms Receipts Receipts Total

Active partnerships $ 25,184,000 $ 472,000 $ 25,656,000

3 Active corporations 216,918,000 5,253,000 222,171,000

TOTAL $242,102,000 $5,725,000 $247,827,000

3 No breakdown was given for receipts of sole proprietorships in the

contract construction industry so this amount was omitted from

I national and local totals.

By using the method of estimating total business rent receipts

mentioned above, the rent receipts and royalties of SIC 1S, 16, and

11 were calculated for the Providence SMSA as follows. The contract
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construction rent and royalty receipts, $247,827,000, was multiplied

by the coefficient of Rhode Island contract construction payroll to

U.S. contract construction payroll, .0041, to estimate the state rent

and royalty receipts of this industry. This product, $1,016,091, was

further reduced by the population coefficient, .9553, to estimate the

amount of rent and royalty receipts to be assigned to the Proviaence

SMSA, $970,672.

According to the OBE definition, "since trading in real property

is the main function of real estate developers, their net gains from

sales of real property are included in the output and profit measures

for this industry, although, in general, capital gains are excluded

from the national account measures."

The measurement of output of real estate firms, therefore, has I
been estimated in this report as business receipts plus the secondary
receipts of net capital aid noncapital gains in addition to rent and

royalty receipts.

The following national statistics were reported under the heading

"Real Estate" in U. S. Business Tax Returns, 1963:

Business Capital and Rents and

"Real Estate" Receipts Noncapital Gains Royalties

Sole proprietorships $3,112,212,000 --- I--
Active partnerships 3,385,982,000 $ 25,395,000 $ 30,466,000

Active corporations 8 432 134 000 11511,892.000 561,223 1000
$1,537,287,000 $591,I89,ooo

TOTAL $17,059,304,000 3
As stated in the previous section, the Internal Revenue Service

included in the above figures amounts which represented output of

SIC 66 and, as such, should properly have been incluced in Sector 70.

The corrected estimates of output for SIC 65, except 6541 and

part of 65G1, should indicate the deletion of receipts for SIC 66, 1
$842,701,873. The corrected output of these busine3ses, therefore,

is $16,216,602,127. I

4. The 1958 Interindustry Relations Study (page 20). 1
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Total combined receipts of real estate firms in the Providence

SMSA was estimated as the product of the total US receipts,

$16,216,602,127, the real estate payroll coefficient, .0040, and the

population coefficient, .9553. The resulting estimate was $61,966,881.

3. Comparison of National and Providence SMSA Data

Although the OBE included transfers ot secondary receipts of

industries other than SIC 15, 16, and 17 (Construction) and SIC 65

I (Real Estate) in the output of Sector 71 for distribution to consuming

industries, rents and royalties of all other industries, including

SIC 66, $4,917,961,776, have not been included in the figures on the

accompanying table.

As explained previously, no estimates were made for rents of non-

profit institutions on either a national or a local level and no

estimate was made for individual royalties in the Providence SMSA.

With the above omissions, total output in the United States for

Industry 71 was $82,474,652,127 and in the Providence SMSA, $307,663,101.

I }i-
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1-0 71 Real Estate and Rental 3
1363

U.S. 1963 Providence SMSA 3
I. Rents and Royalties Received

by Individuals and Government 3
A. Imputed Rental Value ofOwner-Occupied Non-Farm

Dwellings $37,109,000,000 $155,887,025

B. Rental Value - Farm
Dwellings 2,120,000,000 See Belowa

C. Rental Value of Tenant
Occupied Non-Farm
Dwellings 14,568,000,000 37,998,768

D. Royalty Receipts -
Individuals 643,938,000

E. Net Rental Payments of
Business 11,569,285,000 50,839,835

II. Rents and Royalties Received
by Businesses I
A. Rent and Royalty Receipts

of SIC 15, 16, and 17 I
(Construction) 247,827,000 970,672

B. Output of SIC 65 Except k
654 (Real Estate) 16J216,602,127 61,966,881

TOTAL $82,474,652,127 $307,663,181

a. Rental values on farm dwellings included in A and C fcr the
Providence SMSA.. See text. N
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H. SERVICES

I-0 Sectors 72 through 77

Some resources for developing estimates for the sc¢ice indus-
tries in a SMSA which can be used for most of the larger SMSA's are

not available in making such estimates for the Providence SMSA. The

unavailability of information goes beyond the usual problem associated
with the fact that the SMSA is in two states and cannot be defined in
terms of counties.

The 1963 Statistics of Income, U.S. Business Tax Returns provides

3 data on receipts for both sole proprietorships and partnerships for

16 sub-sections of the service industries for a majority of the states

and, for a number of the larger states, by Internal Revenue Service
districts. For Rhode Islarn no data is given for sole proprietorships

and only an abbreviated form of the information for partnerships is

published. The only relevant 1963 figure for Rhode Island in this

source is for "total receipts" of partnerships classified in the ser-

3 vice industries. For 1962 more data is available: both business

receipts and total receipts are given for partnerships and business

receipts for sole proprietorships; in both cases figures are given

only for all se:.ice enterprises combined. The estimate given below

of receipts of all service enterprises in Rhode Island, both incorpo-

rated and unincorporated, developed from this data can, at best, ba

regarded only as rough, because of sampling variability.

For 15%2 total receipts of partnerships in service industries in

Rhode Island was shown as $32,196,000; business rtceipts of proprietor-
ships was shown a" $128,929,000. Both results are based on samples

and tables givon showing sampling variabl~ity indicate that about
I 35 percent-40 percent variation in the partnership figres and about
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20 pcent variation in the sole proprietorship figures would be

estimated at the 95 percent confidence level. For 1963 total

receipts of partnerships in service industries in the state is shown
as $40,759,000. If we assume that the same ratic between partnership
and sole pzoprietorship receipts Drevailid in 1963 as prevailed in

1962, sole proprietorship business receipts may be estimated at

$163,'?0. The sanpling variability for the partnership figure for

1963 must also be estimated at close to 40 percent at the 95 percent
confidence level so the confidence in the estimate of receipts of sole

proprietorships for 1963 must be extremely low. If, in spite of the
low degree of confidence that can be placed in this figure it is com-

bined with the published figure for receipts by partnerships and the
tot-12 non-corporate receipts are used to estimate total receipts for

service industries in Rhode Islrnd on the basis of the ratio of non-

corporate to total service industry receipts reported in Busfness Tax

Returns for the entire US in 1963, we get an overall estimate of

$364,261,000 for service industry receipts in Mhode Island in 1963.

The amounts and the ratios seem reasonable and the figure may be

regarded as probably useful as a check on other date. The absence of
any breakdown between service industries in the data for Rhode Island

would not permit much further use of this data even if greater

confidence could be placed in the estimate.

The only reasonably complete coverage of these sectors which
separates them from each other and from other sectors and is avail-

able for the Providence SMSA (or the St-te of Rhode Island) seems to

be the information on industry of the employed for 1959 published in
the 1960 Population Ceensus. Using number of persons employed in the
industry and median incomes, estimates of relative personal income

by industry were developed. These estimates were then used *o allocate

betveen I-0 sectors or pacts of sectors an independently obtained

estimate of the output of the group of service sectors. For some
parts of sectors data frm the 1963 Census of Business is available.

This source was used whenevor possible but must be fitted into the
overall material for the service sectors developed from the
Populationi Census.
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Fortunately the coverage of 1-0 sectors 72 'hrough 77 plus 1-0

[sector 86 (Households) is coterminal with the Population Census

coverage for the four service industry groups (Business and Repair

[jServices, Personal Services, Entertainment and Recreation Services,
and Professional and Related Services) except for Educational Services,
Government and two small four-digit industries Dressmaking Shops and

Trading Stamp Services which are in 1-0 sectors 18 and 69 respectively.

The 13 breakdowns of employment into industries in the relevant.

Population Census data fit the 1-0 sectoring reasonably welTl and allow
the separation out of Educational Services, Government and Private0Households. Employment data, but not income data, is available in the

same source for Dressmaking Shops. The relation of 1-0 sectors, SICfl Industries and Industry of the Employed is shown in Chart 72-77-1.
Output of the six service sectors in the 1-0 table was estimated

for 1963 for the Providence SMSA by indexing from 1958 output estimates
for each Population Census industry. A relative income earned figure
for each Population Census industry was obtained by multiplying the

males employed by their median income, the females employed by their
median income and summing. Then 1958 output estimates for, the Providence
SMSA were developed by applying the ratio of relative incomes earned

in Providence to those earned in the United States sector by sector to
the outputs shown in the 1958 OBE table. Within each I-0 sector
product was assumed to be in proportion to relative income earned. These

estimates are developed in Table 72-77-1. 1-0 sectors 73 and 74 are
combined since the Population Census category Legal, Engineering, and
Miscellaneous Professional Ser-vices covers the Research and Development

3 Laboratory amployees.

The indexing from 1958 to 1963 output was made as follows: Couty

Business Patterns 1959 and 1964 provided data on First Quarter 1959
and First Quarter 1964 FICA payroll in these Population Census

Sindustries. The increse in such payrolls was 51.0 percent for the

rUnited States as a whole and 51.7 percent for Mode Island. Increases

for each of the eleven Popiulation Census ipdustries are shown in

Table 72-77-2. Part of this increase was due to increased FICA

0125



Chat 72-77-1 3
1-0 Industry of the Detailed Industry
Bector SICMpoe of the DaployedI
72 70 Hotels & Lodging Places Hotels & Lodging places

72 Laundering, Cleaning &
Dyeing Services Laundering, Cleaning, i

Services

All Other Personal Shoe Repair Shops
Services (except Dress- Barber & Beauty Shops
making fshops) Miscellaneous Personal

Services
Dressmaking Shops

76 (exc. Miscellaneous Repair Miscellaneous Repair
769) Service (part) Service (part)

73 769 Miscellaneous Repair Miscellaneous Repair U
Service (part) (part)73 (exc

7361,7391,
7399 pt) Business Services (part) Advertising

Miscellaneous Business
Services (part) exclude
SIC 7361

Private Employment Agencies,
& SIC 7399 pt. TradingStamp Services

81 Legal, Eng. Misc.

Professional Services
(part) Legal Services

89 (exc Engineering & Architectural
8921) Services

Accounting, Auditing 6.
Bookkeeping Services

Miscellaneous Professional& Related Services (part) 3
74 7391 Legal, En,., Misc. Miscellaneous Professional

Professional Services Related Services (part)
(part)

75 75 Autcnobile Repair Automobile Repair Services
aervices & Ganges & Garages

76 7a Entertairument & Rec- Theaters N Motion Pictures
reation Services
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Chart 72-77-1 (continued)

1-0 Industry of the Detailed Industry
Sectr SI Empoyedof the Employed

S79 Bowling Alley, & Billiard
& Pool Parlors

Miscellaneous Entertairment
C Recreation Services

77 80 Medical & Other Medical & Other Health
Health Services Services, exc. HospitalsHospitals

3 82 Educational Services, Educational Services,
84 Government Government
8921 Educational Services, Educational Services,

Private Private
86 Welfare, Religious, Welfare & Religious Services

& Membership Non Profit IFembership
Organizations Organizations

S7361 Business Services Miscellaneous Business
(part) Services (part)tPrivate

Employment Agencies)
0722 Legal, Eng., & Misc. Miscellaneous Professional

ProfessiorRl Services Related Services (part)
(part) (Veterinarians)

86 88 Private Households Private Households
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deductions coverage in the industries and only part to a growth in I
income of persons working in the industries. Growth of product of

the service sector in the National Income and Product Accounts from 3
1958 to 1963 was 39.1 percent while growth of wage and salary

disbursements was 38.9 percent. We may, on this basis, estimate an

8.7 percent increase in PICA deductions coverage. While increases

in coverage were not the same for each industry wet have no basis for 5
allocating the increase diffezentially. In the next to last column
of Table 72-77-2 rates of growth for each of the eleven opulation
Census industries for Mhode Island have been computed assuming that

the 8.7 percent increase in FICA deductions coverage applies to each
industry and that the increase from First Quarter 1959 to First 3
Quarter 1964 payrolls may be taken as repretentative of the 3.958 to
1963 increase. The final colmnn shows the estimate of 1963 product 3
for each of the eleven Population Census industries. The total

estimated production in 1963 for the Providence SMSA in the eleven
.Population Census industries--$373,936,000--is remarkably close to
the estimate for the state made from the data in Business Tax Returns

.f $364,?61,000, thus tending to confirm the overall accuracy of t'he
estimates for service industries.

These estimates were revised when necessary for those industries 3
or sectors which are covered by th, Census of Business. Details are

given in the discussion of the sector involved. 3
1-0 72 Hotels; Personal and Repair Services except Auto

SIC 70 Hotels, Rooming Houses, Camps and Other Lodging Places

SIC 72 Personal Services

SIC 76 Miscellaneous Repair Services except SIC 7694 Armature

Rewinding Shops and SIC 7699 Repair Shops and Related

Services, n.e.c.

SIC 70 - SIC 701, 703 Hotels, Motels, Tourist Courts, Trailer Parks

and Camps.
The Census of Business reports total receipts for the SMSA

of $9,811,00(: for 1963. This includes receipts from meals and beverages
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including packaged goods and from other merchandise. SIC 702, 704

Rooming and Boarding Houses and Organization Hotels and Lodging

Houses--no Census figures on receipts are available. Payroll for

the First Qiarter of 1964 was reported in County Business Patterns
Zor the State of Rhode Island and for 702 for Providence County and

for 704 for Washington County. For 702 only $16,000 out of $230,000

of payroll was outside Providence County. It was assumed that an

equivalent amount of rooming and boarding house activity was carried

on in the Massachusetts part of the SMSA. For 704 twelve of the
fifteen enterprises were locatrod in Washington County. These were
probably fraternity and sorority houses at the University of Mhode

Island which is outside the SMSA. The payroll for the rest of theI state of $6,000 for 704 was assumed equivalent to that for the SMSA.
Total payroll for SIC's 702 and 704 for the SMSA for the year 1963

were estimated at four times the First Quawrter 1964 payroll or $944,000.

This was converted to an estimate of receipts by using the ratio of
payroll to receipt for SICts 701 and 703 for the SMSA. This ratio
would probably be unduly high were ft not for the fact that there &re
a very large number of working proprietors in SIC 702 and probably

I considerable under reporting. 'The resulting estimate was $2,858,000
fore 1963 receipts of SIC's 702 and 704.

SIC 72 - The Census of Business reports total receipts of $43,465,000

for the SMSA.

SIC 76 - Less SIC 7694 and SIC 76S9 (old definition).

The Census of Business reports total receipts for SIC 76 of
$12,357,000 for the SMSA of this total $5,8:0,000 is attributable to

SIC 7694 and SIC 7699 (new definition) leaving a balance of $6,527,000.

Data is not availalle to make the estimate of SIC 7699 on the basis

of the old definition.

1
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Similar figures for 1958 nationally show (thousands of dollars):

SIC 7019 703 3 99 23 ,7 56a
SIC 702, 704 225,366
SIC 72 7,422,006 u
SIC 76 less 7694 and

7699 (new definition) 1,096,526
$12,667,654 I

a. First Quarter 1959 payrzoll (thoý..ands of dollars) for SIC
702 was $10,864, and for SIC 704 was $5,7fl, a total of $16,615; the
ratio of payroll to receipts fox SIC's 701 and 703 fox 1958 was 3.391.

This compiled national total exceeds the Sector 72 output of 3
$12,171,300 shown in the 1958 table because of the inability to

exclude in the comparable regional figures for 1963 the food and
beverage sales of hotels, etc. On the other hand more of SIC 76 is
excluded than should be because data for the correct breakdown is

not available. A reduction factor of .961 was applied to the 1963 I
Providence SMSA data giving final estimate for the sector of

$60,217,000.

This estimate replaces for this I-0 sector the estimate developed

from Population Census figures of $64,602,000.

1-0 73 Business Services

SIC 6541 Title Abstract Companies.
SIC 73 Miscellaneous Business Services except SIC 7361 Private

Employment Agencies and SIC 7391 Research Development

and Testing Laboratories.

SIC 7694 Azmature Rewinding Shops.

SIC 7699 (1958 definition) Miscellaneous Repair Services.

SIC 81 Legal Services.

SIC 89 Miscellaneous Services except SIC 8911 Non-profit

Educational and Scientific Resarch Agencies. i
SIC 6541 oes not exist in Rhode Island.
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SIC 73 Except SIC 7361 and 7391

This industry is covered by the Census of Business and reported

in the Selected Services volume for Mhode Island in sufficient
detail so that the only problem that arises is because the tote.
receipts for the research and development part of SIC 7391 is
suppressed because of disclosure. The figure is given for the state

and this is used instead after adjusting for number of establishments
in proportion. The resulting total receipts are $41,425,000. This

is substantially higher than the figure developed from the Population
Census data.

SIC 7694 and SIC 7699 (1958 definition)
In connection with 1-0 72 this was estimated at $5,830,000 based

on the new definition of SIC 7699. Data is not available to make

the estimate on the old definition.

SIC 81 and SIC 89 except SIC 8921

The estimate developed from Population Census figures of
W43,495,000 for Legal, Enmineering and Miscellaneous Professional

Services covers the SIC classifications 81 and 89 including SIC 8921

as well as SIC 7391. Output of SIC 7391 has been estimated at

$1,199,000 for the SMSA, No estimate of SIC 8921 output can be made

and it was not removed. The total for this part of the sector is

thus $42,296,000.

The total output for I-0 sector 73 is $89,551,000.

1-0 74 Research and Development

SIC 7391 Rese.rh, Development and Testing Laboratories.

In the .938 OLE table most of the output of this industry is
transferred in. The non-transferred outpuv is exectly equal to the
output reporto-J for SIC 7391 in the Census w Business.

For the 1)63 Providence SMSA output a figure was developed from
the receipts reported for research and development 3aboratories in
the State of Wiode Island by adjusting this figure in proportion
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to the number of establishments since the Providence SMSA figure a

was suppressed to avoid disclosure. This gave an estimate of

$399,000. For testing laboratories the SMSA figure was reported as

$800,000.

Total output for the industry was thus estimated at $1,199,000. 3
I-0 7a Automobile Repair and Services 3

SIC 75 Automobile Repair Services and Garages

SIC 55 (part) Automobile Dealers, Service Receipts including 3
parts and Accessories sold installed

SIC 75 - The Census of Business reports total receipts of all

einterpriseb in the Providence SMSA for 1963 as $20,746,000.

SIC 55 part - Automotive dealers in the Providence SMSA who

reported sales by broad merchandise lines covered 90.08 percent

of total sales of such dealers and reported sales of parts and

accessories totaling $15,670,000 and non-merchandise receipts of

I $6,388,000. Types of automotive dealers for which good sample
information breaking the categories down covered $15,479,000 of the 3
parts and accessories sales and $4,185,000 of the non-merchandise

receipts. 3

The franchised car dealers :,eporting in detail sold $4,178,000

of parts and accessories installed in repair work and $686,000 of

tires, batteries, and accessories most of which would be installed

sales in establishments of this sort. The franchised car dealers

reporting parts and accessories in detail reported 75.55 percent 1
of reported sales by such dealers. It is estimated that installed

parts and accessories sales of all franchised car dealers was 3
$6,447,000. Unfranchised car dealers sales of parts and accessories

are not reported in order to avoid disclosure but can be determined

by difference to be negligible. The tire, battery and accessory dealers

reportinj in detail sold $2,873,000 of batteries and tires to the user.
In most sucb shops in this area these are generally sold installed

while automobile accessories are sold for personial installation.
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Enterprises reporting in detail accounted for 68.96 percent of

sales by tire, battery, and accessory dealers so total installed

sales of these dealers are estimated as $4,166,000. Total sales of

parts installed by gasoline service stations was repo::ted as

$1,578,000 plus $2,036,000 of tires, batteries and accessories whichrg are generally sold installed. For service stations reporting in

detail these items covered 92.31 percent of reported sales of petits

and accessories. Parts and accessories sold by all service stations

I reporting by broad merchandise lines amounted to $4,163,000. Since

such stations reported 81.67 percent of all reported sales by service

stationn total sales of installed parts may be estimated at $4,705,000.

Service labor reported by franchised car dealers for whom non-

Smerchandise recxe. 3 are reported in detail amounted to $3,787,000 or

-- 92.14 reicant of all non-merchandise receipts. Non-merchandise

_ receipts of all car dc- ers reporting by broad merchandise lines were

--* $5,726,000. Since ouch dealers reported 91.53 percent of all sales

-- reported for car dealers we estimate non-merchandise receipts for all

Scar dealers at $6,256,000 of which $5,764,000 is estimated to be for

service labor. Service labor reported by gasoline service stations

reporting in detail totaled $1,797,000 whic:h was 91.54 percent of

all non-merchandise receipts. Non-merchandise receipts of service3- stations reporting by broad merchandise lines were $2,144,000. Since

such stations reported 81.67 percent of total sales reported by all

service stations non-merchandise receipts for all service itations

- are estimated at $2,625,000 of which $2,403,000 is estimated to b;

service labor. For tire, battery and accessory dealers non-merchandise

receipts are not divided in this same way. the total non-merchandise

receipts are apparently for automotive services. Non-merchandise

receipts of $541,000 are reported by enterprises reporting 9".67

percent of sales hence total non-merchandise receipts of tire,

battery and accessory dealers are estimated at $631,000.

These estimates are tabulated in Table 75-1.
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Table 75-3

CONTRIBUTIONS TO OUTPUT OF 1-0 75 FROM RETAIL TRADE 3
Installed Parts Labor
and Accessories Service

Car dealers $6,447,000 $5,764 000

Tire, battery, accessory dealers 4,166,000 631,0000

Gasolire service stations 4,705,000 2,403,000

TOTALS $15,318,000 $8p798,000 I

The grand total of all contrinutions to output of 1-0 75 from

retail automotive dealers is estimated at $24o 16,000. I
Total output of the industry is estimated at $44,862,000 which

exceeds the estimate based on the Populatiop Census by 8.2 percent 3
probably because many persons rendering such services are classified

as employed in trade. 3
1-0 76 Amusements I

SIC 78 Motion Pictures

SIC 79 Amusement and Recreation Services, except Motion Pictures 3
SIC 78 - Total receipts of enterprises classified in SIC 78 in the
Providence SMSP_ for 1D63 wt-re reporced in the Census of Business

at $4,010,00G.

SIC 79 - Total receipts of enterprises ('-assified in SIC 79 were
$211.49,000.

Pari-inutua. receipts cf the State are from two tracks, both of

hich are ii. t~e SMSA. The aeraye 19&,3 and 1964 fiscal year

receipts were $9,565,000.

The total of these thrvep figures $34,825,000 was the output of I
the industry. No adjustmerts were madq for en. and royalty receipts

of the industry and no deduction for ierdhandise sales was attempted. 3
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1-0 77 Medical, Educational Services and Non-Profit Organizations

SIC 0722 Veterinarians

SIC 7361 Employment Agencies

SIC 80 Health Services

SIC 82 Educational Services

SIC 84 Museums

SIC 86 Non-profit Organizations

SIC 8921 Non-profit Resea4'ch Organizations

SIC 7361 is the only sector which can be dealt with separately.

The 1963 Census of Business, Selected Services, reports receipts

I of these enterprises at $200,000 for the SMSA.

All other categories, except perhaps Veterinarians, should be

included in the Population Census categories: Medical and Other

Health Services, Educational Services, Private; and Welfare,

Religious and Membership Organizations. In Table 72-77-2, an estimate

of output for these categories was developed giving a total output

of $151,454,000.

The overall total output for 1-0 77 is thus $151,654,000.

I 13I
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B

I. GOVERNMENT ENTERPRISES

1-0 78 Federal Goverment Enterprises 3
Inasmuch as a very small portion of the national output of federal

government enterprises originates in the Providence SMSA, no attempt 3
has been made in this sector to duplicate the 1958 input-output

figures of the Office of Business Economics. The 1963 national control

output shown by the Jack Faucett Associates in their study, 1963

Output Measures for Input-Output Sectors by Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Areas and Non-Metropolitan State Areas, has been accepted

for the purposes of this study.

Only the following Post Off .ie Department revenue and revenues 1
associated with military bases could be considered as output of the

federal government in the Providence SMSA.

!963 Output-
Enterprise Providence SMSA 3

Motion picture theatre operated by U.S.
Department of Defense on military posts $ 12,000

Commissaries, exchanges, and eating and
drinking places operated for military
personnel 7,976,000 I

U.S. Post Office Department 18,561,938

TOTAL $26,561,938 I

The motion picture theatre receipts were reported by the U.S.

Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, in the 1963 Census of I
Business, VII, Selected Services Area Statistics, part 3, page 41-19.

The remaining sales on military bases were reported in the 1963_1

Census of Business, II, Retail Trade Area Statistics, part 3, page

41-22.
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i According to the Annual Report of the Postmaster General, 1964,

page 142, the U.S. Post Office Department revenue and operating

reimbursements for fiscal years 1963 and 1964 were $3,879,127,992 and

5 $4,276,123,326 respectively. The above totals were averaged to take

into account June 30th fiscal reporting dates. Prom this 1963 average

Irevenue, $4,077,625,659, a per capita amount was calculated based

upon the 1960 national census excluding aimed forces abroad. The

lI per capita figure, $22.65: was multiplied by the 1960 population

located in the Providence SMSA to estimate the local output for this

3 federal enterprise.

1-0 79 State and Local Government Enterprises

1. State Government Enterprises

a. The states' fiscal years ended on June 30, 1958 and June 30,

1963 for all but the following states: in 1958, Pennsylvania's

fiscal year ended May 31; in 1958 and 1963, Alabama's fiscal year3 ended September 30; New York's on March 31 and Texas' on August 31.

The national summaries of state output shown in this section, there-

fore, are weighted averages of the total 1958 and 1959 revenue

9tatistics as reported in pamphlets published by the U.S. Department

of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Compendium of State Government

Finances in 1958, 1959, 1963, and 1964.

b. The individual state revenues for Rhode Island and

Massachusetts were also reported in the above mentioned compendia.

These revenues were apportioned to the Providence SMSA in the3 following manner. Total highway toll facility revenue figures for

1963 and 1964 were averaged to take into account the states' mid-

Syear fiscal date. These averaged totals were then distributed to

the Providence SMSA on a percentage of population basis. No water

3 transportation and terminal revenue nor air transportation facility

revenue was assigned to the Massachusetts portion of the Providence

SMSA. The entire state revenue of airport facilities in Rhode

Island was included in the Rhode Island portion of the SMSA and a

3 139
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proportiori- ;i- amount, based upon the percentage of state J
populatior. located thereinL, was so allocated.

2. Local Government Enterprises

a.* The national output figures shown for local goveriment3 f
enterprises were reported by the Bureau of the Census in the

pamphlets, Compendi~um of City Govermnent Finances in 1958 and 1963,

II

except for the revenue listed below.
The operating revenue of publicly owned utilities, including

resale revenue, as reported to the Federal Power Commission seemed
the most accurate guide to the output of this portion of the industry
sector. It is consistent with the electric utility output figures
shown elsewhere in this study. The local figures shown, therefore,
were obtained from the FPC Statistics of Electric Utilities in the
United States s Publicly Owned - 1958 and ln63.

Inasmuch i as no specific current charge nor miscellaneousdng
general revenue was listed for "other sanitary services" in 1958,
this amount has been omitted from the table accompanying this tr
section.

No speciiic amount was listed in the 1958 uiiy pendiut for

local revenue resulting from off-street parking, etc. The figure sh

shown in the table, therefore, is an estimate obtained by comparing

unalIocnaued local charges or miscellaneous revenue in the year 1958

with the unallocated amount plus the off-street parking revenue
shown for 1963. The estimate shown is a percentage (62.5 peif-cnt)

of the 1963 revenue.

b. In order to obtain the output of local government enter-

prises for the Providence SMSA consistent with the totals obtainedbH
on a national basis, similar sources were used.

The lPC reported a municipal electric utllnty operatingu
revenue for the town of North Attleboro, Massachusetts of $856,902
in 1963. The 1962 operating utility revenue of .he Pascoag Fire in
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Burrilville, Rhode Island was reported by the Bureau of the Census3 to be $258,000. These were the only publicly owned electric

utilities located within the Providence SMSA.

I All other outputs shown on the table for this sector were

calculated on the basis of statistics given in the 1962 Census of3Governments, Volume V; Revenue and current charges were shown by
state. Expenditures, other than capital outlay, wtire shown both by

state and by SMSA. The expenditure amounts were given for both the

Rhode Island and the Massachusetts portions of the Providence SMSA.

By means of obtaining the percentage of revenue to expenditiire byII state, it was possible to estimate the revenue applicable to the
SMSA. By multiplying the percentages so calculated times the

3 expenditures, other than capital outlay, allocated to the two

portions of the Providence SMSA, estimates of output for this area

3 were derived.

3. The Office of Business Economics in the national I-0 table
for 1958 shows output for this sector as $4,784,000,000. As shown

in the accompanying table, the 1958 total derived herein is

$4,961,325,003, or 103.7 percent of the OBE figure. With few

exceptions the SMSA output in this section is based upon 1962

census statistics. In lieu of expanding the 1962 census figures

to reflect an increase in local government revenues from its owng sources (107 percent increase in 1963 over 1962 in Rhode Island and

a slight decrease, 99.6 percent in Massachusetts), it has been

assumed that the difference in national output and the inclusion of

"other sanitary services" in 1963 fully compensate for the increasei iL local government revenue in the Providence SMSA.

1-0 81 Business Travel, Entertainment and Gifts

1-0 82 Office Supplies

3 The output of these dummy industries is all obtained by transfer and

is in turn all distributed as intermediate output to sectors from 1
through 79. 141
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The survey information on purchases of products classified in I
these industries was extremely sketchy and offered no basis for

estimating. .. .

Both inputs and olitputs were estimated by applying 1958 OBE
coefficients to row totals. Division between production in t..e 3
SMSA anI imrorts was estimated by using the ratios developed for total

inputs from each sector on survey responses.

1-0 83 Scrap, Used and Secondhand Goods

So little sale of scrap or use of purchased scrap was revealed
on the survey responses that this industry was omitted. This sector

was deemed too variable geographically to warrant estimation from I
national coefficients.

1-0 84 Government Industry

1-0 86 Household Industry

These industries show only a value added input which covers the

earnings of persons employed in these industries. There are no

imports. The output is in each case shown as going to the

corresponding final demand sectors - Personal Consumption Expenditure,

at-d Federal and State and Local Government Purchases,

II
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